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An early version of the seal of the Society of Jesus, recently uncovered in Roman ruins,

where it was painted for a Jesuit chapel hundreds of years ago.

Xavier University
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinn<1ti • Ohio • 45207

"The challenge to carrying on the tradition today is to discover how
to foster scholarly integrity while not abstracting from the intrinsic
connection of the subject matter to human life and virtue."
-... WILFRED LACROIX, S.J.

EXPANDING HORIZONS

E

very day is an opportunity for
discovery.
Education is the
indispensable tool needed to
confront new challenges. It must broaden as
new learning and technology are discovered.
The new demands placed upon education are
accompanied by new opportunities made
available through growth.
The recent completion of the new
Residential Mall is a welcome step in creating
a more beautiful campus. Xavier's new core
curriculum strengthens the focus on ethics
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and religion in society while promoting a
liberal~arts education.
The success of Xavier as an institution is
rooted in a commitment to the Jesuit ideals
of education; ideals that remain alive today.
As a· Jesuit university, Xavier remains
dedicated to developing students who will
become a creative force in society.
Our history is the foundation of the rich
heritage that Xavier has used to confront the
new challenges and opportunities of
expanding horizons.

Xavier~

History

munity activities. This influx of
activity affected not only the stu,
dents, but the physical campus as
he college that opened its well. Facing the difficulting of
doors.on 1 7 October 1831 continued expansion downtown,
had little in common St. Xavier College moved to its
with present,day Xavier Univer, present location in 1919. In 1930,
sity. Originally named the Ath, this expanding college, as it ap,
proached its lOOth year,
enaeum, it was located
was
renamed Xavier
downtown on the cor,
Xavier
students
University-a symbol
ner of Seventh and
Sycamore and had no formed a number of of its continued growth.
affiliation with the J e,
clubs, argued the In 1935, a ROTC pro,
gram was added which
suits. The common
bond between the issues of the day in proved to be a great
two, however, was a yublic debates, and force in the transforma,
tion of the campus.
strong commitment to
initiated a variety World War II gave
education. Comple,
rise to a new era for
menting this was
of community
Xavier. When the
growth-a constant
service
activities.
United States entered
characteristic
the war in late 1941,
throughout Xavier's
Xavier had 501 day students; by
165 years.
This growth started at Xavier's the summer of 1943, the number
very inception. The school had fallen to 89. To combat this
struggled during its early years. decline, the campus was offered
The Financial Panic of 183 7 even to the Army for a training pro,

T

gram. Between March 1, 1943, and
June 30, 1944, 1,808 Air Corps
cadets trained at Xavier University.
Anticipating the end of the war,
Xavier University prepared for re,
turning veterans and planned for
additional classroom buildings.
In September of 1946, 1,500
day students were enrolled at
Xavier. Housing the influx
proved difficult with many living
in temporary housing-194 slept
in cots on the fieldhouse floor. In
1955, Brockman Hall was opened
to meet the demands. Also added
were the graduate division in 1946
and the College of Business Ad,
ministration in 1961.
Prior to the 1960's, graduate,
summer school, and evening
classes were coeducational. It was
not until 1969, however, that the
Board of Trustees made day classes
open to women as well.
Recent growth has mirrored
a profound shift in Xavier's
makeup. In 1984, only 970 Xavier

caused the fledgling college to
close for the 1838, 1839 school
year. Having no where else to
turn, the Diocese of Cincinnati
handed the college over to the
Society of Jesus. On 3 Novem,
ber 1840, the Athenaeum re,
opened its doors as St. Xavier
College with 100 students and
eight Jesuit instructors.
Xavier students formed a
number of clubs, argued the is,
sues of the day in public debates,
and initiated a variety of com,
Right: The old Xavier entrance sign remains
at the corner of Victory and Dana.
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students lived on campus. By 1994
others reform their lives as St.
this number had increased to over
Ignatius had. The religious order
1400, with many more students liv;
of the Society of Jes us was granted
ing within walking distance of
he day 20 May 1521 was canonical status in 1540 by Pope
Xavier in ofLcampus housing.
a testament to the cruel Paul III. The Jesuits set out with
As Xavier approaches the turn
and base drives of nations a dual mission to educate and
of the century, the growth of over and men. Pamplona, Spain was evangelize. Ignatius saw educa,
a century,and,a,half continues in full of the heated brutality of war, tion as vital in the constant
an ambitious five,year plan. Al, fare. But for Inigo Lopez de struggle to correct ignorance. The
ready, the old, paved mall has Recalde, the day would become a Jesuits thus began to institution,
been removed to make way for the triumph of the spiri,
alize a style of formal
new campus greens and bricked tual. This Basque sol,
education
with a bal,
Education was to
pathways. Buildings are slated for dier of fortune was
ance between a hu,
foster values and manistic, liberal arts
remodeling, and communication wounded in the battle
cables now connect the campus. and during his recov,
curriculum and a clear
ideas which
The plan includes a 10,000,seat ery began an examina,
religious orientation.
students could use As early as 1548, the
convocation center with a ban, tion of his life. When
quet hall and additional student he was well again,
to make decisions Jesuits began to oper,
facilities.
Inigo was a dedicated
ate colleges to teach
in a variety of
Despite the changes over the soldier of God, a ca,
the laity. In Ignatius's
past 165 years, the heart of ballero of Jes us Christ.
situations.
sixteen years as Supe,
Xavier's mission has never shifted
Inigo was ordained
rior General, he per,
from its strong commitment to into the priesthood
sonally approved the
educational ideals-a tradition and adopted the Latinized form opening of thirty,nine colleges
began 462 years ago with the of his name, Ignatius. In 1534 at and universities.
founding of the Jesuits.
the University of Paris, Ignatius
The Jesuits are credited with

lesuit Ideals

T

Below: Jesuit instruction enthralls attentiv e
Xavier students.

organized a private religious soci,
ety with the intention of helping

beginning the first educational
system in the world, that was sue,
cessful because of its cooperative,
flexible organization. Through
the years, the Jesuits have con,
tinued to adopt new teaching
methods, but a core spirit con,
tinues to infuse the educational
process.
Four key themes can be seen
in the Jesuit mission to educate.
Students are encouraged to relate
their studies to a final end: to use
education to achieve knowledge
and love of God.
Second, J e~uit education was
designed to form a Christian out,
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look on life, to enable students
to live well and meaningfully, pos~
sessing secular and spiritual skills.

duce influential leaders for soci~
ety. A Jesuit education should
produce well~rounded people who

Above : Xavier has a commitment to technology, past and present.
Below: An inlaid "X" gleams in the lobby of
the ne wly named Buenger Res id ence H all.

The curriculum was designed to

are prepared to take their place

Of course, like any university,

inspire service of God and neigh~

in society. Just as Ignatius sought
to share his personal reformation,
so would a successful student
strive to promote positive values
in society. From the evils of war,
Inigo experienced a profound, per~
sonal transformation. He used

Xavier is much more than a col~
lection of buildings and policies.
The community is shaped by pro~
fessors, students, and administra~
tors. The Musketeer Annual is a
testament to the choices the Xavier
community has made: a proud trib~

this experience to lead others to

ute to the past and the future.

bor.
Third, the Jesuits were con~
cerned with the intellectual and
moral formation of the individual.
Students were to develop their
own convictions in contrast to
merely memorizing knowledge.
But the studies were flawed if stu~
dents did not additionally develop
their moral outlook. Education
was to foster values and ideas
which students could use to make
decisions in a variety of situations.
Education was to teach students
about themselves and classroom
lessons were to affect students'
fundamental beliefs about life.
Finally, the Jesuit mission can
be identified by a concern to pro~

knowledge and
love of God.
This tradition
has continued
and exists today
at Xavier. The
U n-i versi ty has
e x p a n d e d
through these
central themes
of Jesuit educa~
tion.
O PENING ·
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·MNG ON THE DGE
''Reyutation is what men and women
think of us; character is what God
and the angels know of us."
,-..; THO MAS

pAINE

Opposite page: On Saturday, March 23,
President Bill Clinton spoke to faculty,
staff, and students as well as leaders of
the C incinnati community at the Schmidt
Fieldhouse.
Right: SGA president Damon Jones '97
boogies to '80s hits with fellow student
leaders prior to the start of Manresa.

STUDENT LIFE .
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Far Right: Returning from one of
many group sessions, Group Six
searches for the energy to participate in the .remaining Manresa
activities.
Right: Core member Alan Dulin
'96 shows off his break dancing
moves in a memorable performance at the training session's '80s
dance.
Below: Eager group leaders put
on a mildly intimidating display
of enthusiasm in welcoming new
students to their first official
Xavier function.

Left: The Street Dance provided
an opportunity for new students
as well as those returning to show
off their various dance styles. The
dance also allowed students to
meet other members of the Xavier
community who were not in their
small groups.

8 . STUDENT LIFE

Above: Julie Vehorn '97 and
Stephanie Royers '96 welcome
Nicole Wuestefeld '99 and her
family to the Xavier community.
Check-in provided students with
all the necessary information
needed for the orientation program.

Left: Chris Dake '97 struggles
under the load of packed trunks.
One hundred degree temperatures
and construction headaches necessitated numerous trips up and
down the steps to the parking lot.
Left: Manresa's own Move-In
Crew assists the Manresa leaders
in carrying loads of belongings to
the residence halls.
Below: Group #42 spends a few
moments reflecting on one of the
issues addressed at the outing to
the St. Francis Retreat Center.
Bottom: Matt Toth '98 and Tim
Lynch '98 provide musical entertainment to students and their
families in the Grill.
Far

MOVING TOWARD
THE fuTURE
ter months of planning and days of trainng, hours of newsletter writing and enveope stuffing, the Manresa student staff was
inally ready for the arrival of the Class of
1999 to campus. Students were greeted with the program theme of "Your Ticket to the Future." The energetic, dripping wet, bordering-on heat-exhaustion
Move-In Crew ushered these freshmen and transfer students into a joyride for their first weekend at Xavier
University.
Led by the seemingly boundless energy of their blueshirted leaders, new students enjoyed Play-fair, the
Street Dance, a trip to Coney Island, a day-long excursion to St. Francis Center, and several small group sessions designed to foster friendships, raise awareness,
and reduce fear of issues related to the college experience. The weekend ended with big band music at the
traditional Swing Dance, and the new students were
ready to embark on their first year at XU, poised for
success.
"Manresa was a great experience for me. The
friends I made and people I met really excited me about
coming to Xavier," said Will Ruschman '99.
If nothing else, Manresa gave the Xavier Rookies a
few of the survival skills they would need, a chance to
meet a lot of people, and the beginnings of some lasting friendships.

Al

MANRESA ·
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Right: "Ladies only" for this one.
Holly Schnapf '97, Val Briones
'97, and Jodi Tenover '96 pose
with Sally.
Below: Exchanging gifts with
Core members, Sally was touched
by all the appreciation she was
given by the students with whom
she worked.
Bottom: Displaying her characteristic good humor, Sally is less
than serious about posing for her
file photo (the picture is taken
from the photo negative.

ro
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Sally Watson
February 14, 1950 -

September 2, 1995

Assistant to the Vice President
of Student Development
March 1984 , September 199 5

f0

Q1

Sally was truly a loving and beautiful person
whose concern and caring attitude extended
beyond her family and friends to students, co,
workers, and community. She had an open
door to anyone needing to talk, never rushing,
and always giving her full attention. Sally had
a unique way of making each individual feel
special.
Sally was noted for an unending supply of
trivia, and her knowledge of the Cincinnati
area rivaled the locals. She had a marvelous
sense of humor and her many tales evoked
numerous giggles.
Sally made an impact on all of our lives,
and I know that we will always remember her
fondly and cherish sharing our "~ally tales."
Kay Ohradzansky

10 . STUDENT LIFE

Far Left: Pictured with the 1995
Manresa Core of Alan Dulin '96,
Holly Schnapf '97, Matt Koenig
'97, Jodi Tenover '96, Val Briones
'97, and C hristia n End '96, Sally
had a significant influence on
their lives and many others at
Xavier.
Left: Caught in a relaxed summer moment, Sally kicks back and
takes a break from the Core's preManresa planning.

A WORD ABOUT SALLY

A

In Memory of Sally ...

s I look back on Sally Watson, I see
a dedicated woman who was her true
self with everyone that she met. To
the Manresa Core, she was an inspiration. She
respected us and we her. Sally always had ways
of encouraging us with little slinkies or Buskin's
cookies. Her warm smile and humor were pil,
lars of strength.
Her door was always open and she truly
cared about each student with whom she dealt.
Sally listened and she never preached. She
somehow helped you make decisions when you
never thought you could. Sally was a cool,
calm, and collected friend. Her laugh will al,
ways echo in out heart and in her office. She
always lived to keep us laughing.
My memories of Sally are all happy. She
empowered me and she found in me things
that I never knew were there. Sometimes, I
· go back and read the little notes that she gave
me during Manresa and each time I feel an
absolute peace. Sally was a friend . A friend
that we will all miss. A friend that the Xavier
community will never forget!
~

Jodi Tenover '96

MEMORIAL ·
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Left: Jollie Kamila '99, Katie
McGinnis '99, Colleen Lynch
'99, Aimee O'Brien '99, and
Kristy Waning '99 prepare to
leave for their first Homecoming
Dance.

Above: Members of Earthbread
pose by their float before entering into the second annual Homecoming Parade. Many clubs and
local high school bands participated in the festivities.
Right: Couples crowd the dance
floor during the slow songs at the
Homecoming Dance.
Far Right: Megan Sexton '98,
Melanie Buckley '98, Katie
Noveske '98, and Julianne Goad
'98 pose for a quick picture after
the dance before going to breakfast.

12 . STUDENT LIFE

Below: The smiles of Jen
Fellinger '97 and Sayrah
Lohrstorfer '97 illustrate the
good time they are having at the
Homecoming Dance.

omecoming Week is perhaps the most anxiously awaited event of the entire fall semester. The opening event of the week was a
celebration of Christmas with music, cookies, and decorating the academic mall (back when it
did exist, that is). The week continued with similar
holiday-related events such as movies, a pancake breakfast with jolly old St. Nicholas, and a trip to the Cincinnati Zoo for the Festival of Lights.
The Christmas theme was carried out in conjunction
with the official theme of "Moving on Up." There were
games galore, from seeing how much you really knew about
your roommate to showing your stuff in a lip synch contest. There was also the All For One Classic SK race and
who could forget the basketball game?
Saturday was spent gearing up for the game beginning with the second annual Xavier Homecoming Parade. Right before the game there was the Muskie
Lunch at the Cincinnati Gardens. The Muskie spirit
certainly paid off as Xavier beat Long Island to a pulp.
But of course, the week would not be complete without the Homecoming Dance celebration at the Cincinnati Convention Center. The great variety of music allowed all to dance to their heart's content. Others ate their admission's worth of hors d'oeuvres, while
even more simply enjoyed the view of the city just
beyond the dance floor.
There was certainly something for everyone during
Homecoming Week 1996. John Addino '97 remembers
the dance, "It was a grand time. I especially enjoyed the
Jalapeno Poppers!"

H

Far Above : Roommates Jay
Kalagayan '96 and Charles Fields
'96 are having a blast at their last
undergraduate Homecoming dance.
Above: Taking a break from the
dance floor action are Amy Fogelson
'95, Brian Shircliff '96, Mike
Lindhardt '97, Pete Simcoe '97, Carly
Smith '97, and Chris Leach '97.
Left: Leg injuries and crutches did
not hinder Jennifer Nill '96 and
her date from have a good time at
the Homecoming Dance.
Far Left: Becky Ranallo '97 coerces John Wakelin '96 and Beth
Hofherr '97 to smile for the camera as they are being pulled onto
the dance floor.
HOMECOMING·
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Far Right: Do'Ug Healy '97 monitors the progress of contestants
during the scooter relays.
Right: Xavier's cheerleaders work
the crowd into a frenzy before the
basketball players take the court.
Below: All eyes are on Nicole
Bando '99 as she rushes to collect the largest pile of frisbees
from the Fieldhouse floor in the
shortest period of time.

Left: The Men's Varsity team
displays one of the other skills,
teamwork, that they have perfected at Xavier. The team races
the clock to form a giant "X"
for the crowd.

14 . STUDENT
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Above: As midnight approaches,
the excitement builds as fans are
treated to a video display. The
feature used clips to introduce and
welcome XU into the Atlantic 10
Conference.

Far Left: The Pep Band prepares
to play as the basketball teams
take the floor.
Left: The crowd of Xavier supporters enjoy the enthusiasm of
the evening and their aspirations
for a successful season.
Below: Attempting to win the
monetary prize, many participants
endured an obstacle course of
scooters, tires, and a crab-walk
while carrying a basketball.
Bottom: Xavier's new Women's
Basketball coach, Melanie
Balcomb, greets the crowd and
shares her excitement about the
upcoming season.

STARTIN' THE SEA•
SON WITH A BANG
n the evening of October 14, Schmidt Field,
house turned into an asylum as the second
annual Midnight Madness kicked off the
Musketeer basketball season.
Around 2500 students, alumni, faculty and Xavier
supporters filled the fieldhouse to watch the first prac,
tice of the season. Under NCAA regulations, teams
aren't allowed to begin practice until October 15, a
rule which has spurred many colleges to hold gala,style
midnight practices designed to get the students and
supporters involved in kicking off the season. Activi,
ties such as relay races and free,throw shooting con,
tests took place until 11 :45, with students winning
$1500 worth of cash and prizes.
At a quarter 'til 12, the lights went down and a
huge screen showed a video of the Musketeer's entry
into the Atlantic 10. Then, amidst smoke, fireworks,
flashing lights and screaming fans, both the men's and
the women's teams took the floor. In the spotlight
were the new women's coach Melanie Balcomb and
the eight new players onto the men's roster. Balcomb
said, "This is a super, super atmosphere. I hope we get
this kind of support for our women's games."
The men's scrimmage pitted the new players against
the old. The rookies did much to impress, falling on a
last minute basket by a score of 33,3 i.
The event went off without a hitch due largely to
the efforts of volunteers. If sheer enthusiasm were
enough to secure some madness of the March variety,
the Musketeers started the 1995,96 season off right.

0

MIDNIGHT MADNESS .
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Far Right: Amusing themselves,
and no doubt many others, Amy
Johnston '97 and Julie Kalker '97
keep up the spirits of those who
gamble at their table.
Right: Steve Ostmann '96 and Jay
Kalagayan '96 wheel and deal
under the pres~ure and scrutinizing eyes of a five year old at Casino Night.
Below: Dr. Ron Slepitza, VicePresident of Student Development, convinces yet another victim to bet on his game.
Bottom: Sponge-painting various
decorations was one activity offered for the amusement of the
young visitors during Family
Weekend.

1

A FAMILY AFFAIR

T

his past year, Xavier hosted a variety of different events for students. These events
ranged from sporting events, to dances and
concerts. Xavier also strives to involve families in the college experience. Two ways XU manages
this is through Family Weekend in the fall semester
and Lil' Sibs Weekend in the spring. Each event
brought relatives to campus in order for them to experience for themselves a certain degree of college life
and to discern whether or not their student was truly
surviving. Seeing family members on campus can often make home seem much closer than it actually is.
Family Weekend offered events such as dinner at
the Union Station, a Cyclone's game, and a river boat
ride down the Ohio River. The families were also
treated to dinner in the O'Connor Sports Center as
well as Casino Night in the cafeteria. One and all
could try their luck at the numerous variety of card
games.
Lil' Sibs Weekend found siblings traveling to Chuck
E. Cheese and the Duquesne-Xavier basketball game.
Also available were brunch, a special Mass, and a showing of the movie "Ace Ventura 2: When Nature Calls."
Some of the students also took their sibs to parties
around campus in order to show them what normal
college life is like. "Lil' Sibs Weekend allowed me to
spend time with my younger brother who I do not get to
see that often. It gave him an idea of what my life here at
college is really like. He had such a good time that when
it came time for him to go, he did not want to leave with
my parents," remembers Nicole Wuestefeld '99.
Overall, both weekends are such a huge success
that many relatives return to campus through the year
for other major events. Xavier is a close-knit community that welcomes family members with ope n arms.
1
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Left: Little sib John Melish
(yes, he is the younger one!) frequently comes to campus with his
sister Jamie Melish '97.
Left: The Family Weekend Dinner Extravaganza was held at the
O'Connor Sports Center and provided a chance for the families to
mingle.
Below: Brockman Hall Director
Bob Bixby and Residence Assistant Danielle Luke '97 host a
game of skill and luck at Casino
Night.

Far

Above: The Bessler family, Matthew, Nicole, and ' Brian, visits
campus and brother Tim , Bessler
'96 on special occasions such as
Little Sibs Weekend and the
opening of Tim's Senior Thesis.

Right: Card sharks themselves,
Christian End '96 and Dave
Yungbluth '96 serve as dealers at
a Blackjack table. Anyone want
to take bets on why the house
always won?

FAMILY WEEKEND ·
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Left: Campus activities provide
many opportunities for friendships to grow. Damon Halverson
'98 and Tim Bessler '96 worked
together to plan STYUKA 1996.

Above : These roommates don't
get to spend enough time in each
other's presence at home, so Kim
Ensminger '97, Beth Hofherr '97,
Becky Ranallo '97, and Carly
Smith '97 spend quality time together at Homecoming.
Right: In front of the Eiffel
Tower, Kay Grubstein '96 and
Leslie Jakel '96 enjoy various tourist attractions during their spring
break tour of Europe.
Far Right: A Red River Gorge
cave provides a night's shelter for
campers Pete Haverkos '96,
Marella Crane '97, and Pat
Winkler '96.

18 . STUDENT LIFE

Below: In the midst of Senior
woes, John Melish and Stephanie
Royers '96 take a break from all
the work to relax and enjoy an
evening on the town.

F'RIBNDS IN NOT•

So•Low
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ou confide in them, you spend all of your
free time with them, you drink with them ...
A 'friend' is defined as "one who is known
intimately and regarded with affection by
another." Even though this is the official definition
according to Webster's Dictionary, there are so many
more words that can describe a friend. You can study
with them, watch "Friends" and "ER" with them, eat
with them, play at the park with them, dance at Bour,
bon Street with them, and maybe even have a crush
on some of them.
Whether you have known them your whole life or
just a short time, these people mean the world to you.
They are your friends. They are there to celebrate
with you during the very best times in your life and to
help pull you through the worst. College is the time
when some of the best friends you will ever know are
met. It is the time when friends become one of the
most special gifts ever received. Colleen Lynch '99
reflects, "College is the true test of friendships, new
and old, for there are few we keep in touch with. See,
ing the same friends day after day can be taken for
granted easily. Sometimes distances make friendships
stronger."
Friends are what make college life so much fun.
They help you get through a long day and help make a
great day fly by. After a long and somewhat relaxing
summer, friends are what we all come back to college
life for. You care for them, you cherish them, but most
of all,,you love them.

Y

Far Above: Even though friends
Dan Swyers '96, Jim DeSapri '96,
Charlie Straub '98, and Hide
Hayashi '96 row together six days
a week, they still enjoy each other's
company.
Above: Matt Whitehead '97 and
Laura Kniesel '97 wait outside the
Fieldhouse to see President Clinton.
Left: Megan Sexton '98, Melanie
Buckley '98, and Julianne Goad
'98 hang out in their suite in
Beunger Hall.
Far Left: Sharing the confirmation
celebration, Krista Reinhart '97,
Stephanie Royers '96, Jamie Melish
'97, and Matt Barker '98 find that
friends provide support.
FRIENDS ·
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Far Right: The Village hill provides a day's entertainment for
Jenn Brenner '96, Sayrah
Lorsdorfer '98, Brian Zralek '96,
and Dean Regas '96 while classes
were canceled due to snow during spring semester.
Right: Chad Bhatti '96 reminisces
with friends during a study break
on-campus.
Below: Cincinnati students and
those who could not travel to
their home towns gathered in the
Village for a Thanksgiving dinner.

Left: Erin Doyle '96, and Jay
Kalagayan '96 get together for
dinner and reflect on life in the
Village.

20 . STUDENT LIFE

Above: Gerard Walsh '97 and
Betsy Guerity '97 lounge around
the residence halls with Betsy's
legal pets.

-
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Far Left : The closeness in the
residence halls is evident not only
in th e close cramp ed quarters but
in the friendsh ips as well.
Left : Hollie McRae '97 adds a
touch of color to th e drabness of
h er dorm room.
Below: At an off-campus house
party, Ali so n Wy szyn ski '96,
Sayrah Lorsd o rfe r '9 8 , Bri a n
Zralek '96, and Stephanie Royers
'96 find time to get together even
though they live mil es apart.
Bottom: Students' houses were a
great place to meet before going
out. Mike Linhardt '97 relaxes
as Brian Shircliff '96 h osts a gathering before the Fall Ball .

COLLEGE LIFE

W

hether you live on,campus or off,cam,
pus, dull moments are hard to find.
Different things make each option
enjoyable. Those who reside on,campus will agree
that living close to friends makes all the differ,
ence. Village resident Heather Sheidler enjoys
life on,campus because "even when you 'real' fam,
ily can't be there, you still have your Xavier fam,
ily close by." This atmosphere not only provides
closeness to friends and the opportunity to break
free from the 'parent trap', but it also gives stu,
dents the chance to live on their own in an atmo,
sphere full of fun,,not to mention the great week,
end parties.
Let's not forget the advantages to living off,
campus! Although living close to friends seems
to be the way to go, of£,campus living has proven
to be advantageous as well. There are no quiet
hours, no required cafeteria food, no fire alarms
going off at 4am, and other than your neighbors
calling the authorities, no one to complain about
the number of parties you have (unless, of course,
you live with Mom and Dad). Most who live off,
campus don't worry about not living close to their
friends,,they just meet up at the next big bash.
No matter how you view either way of living,
there's always something to do, friends to meet,
and parties to be had,,on,campus or off. The
choice is up to each individual student and a va,
riety of people choose both options.

ON

I
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Far Right: Lama Al Rawas and her
international friends enjoy the
festivities at the lnt'l Dinner.
Right: Enrica Walker shows her
disbelief at the construction in the
Romero Center's backyard.
Below: The weekly lnt'l Coffee
Hour features food from different countries for all interested students. Hernial Kafle, Paul
Villavicencio, Lama Al Rawas,
Jung Woo Yoo, and Yumi Fujiwara
relax at one of the week's events.
Bottom: Mike Kimura, Ji-Hyun
Park, Kesarin "Nong" ChokApinun, and Martha Gomez traveled to Canada during Spring
Break to experience another culture.

REFLECTIONS OF AN

INmRNATIONAL STUDBNf
hrough my graduate assistantship at the Office
of International Student Services, I have had
the opportunity to interact with students, faculty, and staff members of the Xavier Community. Although a small percentage of the total student
population, international students get more attention at
XU relative to other universities in the tri-state area. The
activities and programs organized by the OISS help to
integrate the foreign element with American culture on
campus.
I have particularly enjoyed the "International Coffee
Hour" which allows students to set aside a little time to
mingle with their peers and professors. I would like to
see more American students attend this open event. The
faculty has been very kind and understanding, and I have
been impressed with the general awareness of international issues and events. _Exposure to foreign issues enriches the classroom experience.
I have had few difficulties, I suspect largely because I
am fluent in English. A language handicap is frustrating
and makes meeting new friends intimidating. Of course,
I found certain American slang unusual. Many American students know little about my country, but students
can learn about other cultures through programs such as
Interlink and the Xavier International Friendship Program, which promote interaction between American and
foreign student populations. Similarly, international students are encouraged to participate in the many events
organized by SAC to help adjust to the new environment. Overall, my professional, social, and academic
experience has been most rewarding. I hope that Xavier
continues to promote the international student body as it
has done so well in the past.

T
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Left: Students from all around
the globe enjoy food and new
friends at the lnt'l Dinner.
Left: The International Festival,
held spring semester, featured a
fair with displays from various
countries, a performance by
Drums for Peace, and a trip to the
Islamic Center of Cincinnati.
Xavier student Doug-Kie Lee
models traditional Korean dress
with his wife Hae-Won Moon, a
former Xavier student.
Below: At an evening outing to
Cincinnati's Festival of Lights,
Dirimo Gonzalez, Kim Whitaker,
Alejandra Barreto, and Alvaro
Jaramillo experience one aspect
of American Christmas customs.

Far

Above : Dr. Keck, Dean of Arts
and Sciences, honors Franco Biasi
of Spain during the fall Graduate
International Coffee Hour. Every student who was departing for
his or her homeland was honored .

Right: Pondering the menu selec-

tions, numerous students sample
a variety of food. The dishes rep·
resent a range of international
cuisine.

INTERNATIONAL $TUDENTS ·
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Left: Discussions continued over
dinner as friendships are formed
that will last once the conference
concludes and every returns to
their home universities and colleges.

Above: Fr. Leo Klein, S.J. and
Michael Dake '96 greet producer/
director John M. Grissmer '55 at
the fifth annual JUSTICE Convention.
Right: Students who have never
sampled Fr. LaRocca's pasta pre·
pare themselves to experience this
tasty treat.
Far Right: These students from
all over the country listen attentively to the various speakers.
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Below: "It was a great opportunity to meet fellow Jesuit students
and discuss common issues among
our schools, in addition to making new friends," reflects Tim
Bessler '96.

IN

NAME OF
JUSTICE ...
THE
....

he Student Government Association hosted
the Fifth National Convention of JUSTICE
October 26,29, 1995. JUSTICE (Jesuit Uni,
versity and College Student Concerned with
Empowerment), is a national alliance of the student
bodies of the 28 Jesuit universities and colleges in the
United States. The group provides a forum for stu,
dents to reflect on the unique nature of Jesuit educa,
tion and how students can contribute to and preserve
those qualities. Fifty,five students representing 15
schools met at Xavier and discussed the role of JUS,
TICE on each campus. The meeting concluded with a
call for the group to stay focused on its main purpose
and a suggestion that another organization could be
formed to consider the specific issues facing JesuiHchool
student governments.
Convention activities included an opening ban,
quet at the Quality Hotel Central and a Campus Re,
ception in Tucker's Lounge where Fr. John LaRocca,
S.J. served his regular Friday pasta dinner. The del,
egates also visited the Main Street Brewery District on
Saturday night in conjunction with a Senior class out,
ing.
The Convention Directorate consisted of Director
Michael Dake '96, Deputy Director Tim Bessler '96,
Assistant Director Chris Branson '96, Transportation
and Lodging Coordinator Dave Yungbluth '96, Service
Support Coordinator Leslie Jakel '96, Hospitality Co,
ordinator Nora O'Keefe '97, Faith Experiences Coordi,
nator Betsy Guerity '97, and Student Government Presi,
dent Damon Jones '97 as official host.

T

Far Above: Fr. John LaRocca, S.J.
provides his weekly pasta and
adds some of his classic comments
to the attendees' dinner servings.
Above: Students from other Jesuit universities find many inter·
esting discussion topics.
Left: Damon Jones '97 and a fellow Jesuit student exchange
viewpoints on modern Jesuit education.
Far Left: The Convention Directorate: Front Row: Dave
Yungbluth '96, Damon Jones '97.
Second Row:· Chris Branson '96,
Nora O'Keefe '97, Leslie Jakel '96,
Betsy Guerrity '97. Last Row:
Michael Dake '96, Tim Bessler '96.
JUSTICE CONFERENCE ·
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Far Right: Father Hoff talks with
a few of Sophomore class mem·
bers at the Military Ball, April 19,
1996. The ball was in honor of
the Seniors who are to be commissioned this year.
Right: Katie Galligan '97 gathers
with friends before the Fall Ball.
Pre-dance parties were almost as
popular as the dances.
Below: Dave Tressler '99, Becca
Sanford '99, Sayrah Lorsdorfer
'98, and Brian Zralek '96 enjoy
their spur-of-the-moment trip to
Myrtle Beach as the GetawayGiveaway Dance winners.

Left : Leiann Halverson '99
spends some bonding time with
her brother Damon Halverson '98
at the Spring Fling. Whether in
Nebraska or Ohio, these two
spend a lot of time together.
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Above: Michele Tucker '96 and
Craig Soncrant '95 smile for the
camera at the Fall Ball. Dances
were enjoyed in the midst of
Midi.ele taking pictures for the
Musketeer Annual.

Far Left: Long-time friends Becky
Ranallo '97 and Chris Leach '97
take a break from the dance floor
at the spring dance.
Left: Susan Lysaght '99 smiles for
the camera at one of her first
Xavier dances.
Below: Meredith Ohlin '98,
Vinhji Ngyuen '98, Jenny Tepe
'98, Jeff Smallwood '98, and
Erin Powers '98 hang out together at the Fall Ball.
Bottom: Gerard Walsh '97 is surrounded by the ladies as Katie
McGinnis '99 and Jolie C amella
'99 join him at the Fall Ball.

DANCING THE
NIGHT AWAY
o you remember the first dance you ever
attended? Either you look back with fond
memories, total disgust, or maybe you do
not remember it at all. No matter what
your memories, you can never forget the fun involved
with each Xavier dance.
Fall Ball started off the school year with a bang.
As Lisa DiGiorgio '96 reminisces, "I'll never forget how
much fun I had with my crazy-dancing date on one
side of me and my crying roommate on the other!"
The students who showed up for the Spring Fling
certainly proved to be ready for a night of fun. No one
wi ll forget the two slow songs played, the 'not-so-balanced' person who spilled some sort of alcoholic beverage on innocent bystanders, or the great time everyone had in the company of their friends. It definitely
was a night to remember.
Although the Fall Ball and the Spring Fling proved
to be the talk of the campus (for at least a night or
two), the year would not be complete without the opportunity to get all decked out in Disney attire (and
actually get away with it) for the Disney Dance. This
event offered a grand prize of a get-away weekend, making it a very popular Friday night entertainment option - especially for the winners who were 'whisked away
on the spot. The dance circuit was also full of Swing
Dances with its big band sounds playing through the
night. The Swing Society also organized a car-pool to
various dances off-campus throughout the year.
No matter which dance students prefer, the memories will always sho~ that Xavier dances are full of fun
and excitement.

D
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Far Right: President Clinton manages to greet some of his supporters following his speech.
Right: Clinton's address was wellreceived by the crowd. The university was very honored and excited by his distihguished presence
and his decision to visit.
Below: The line of ticket holders
waiting to enter the Fieldhouse
stretched down Winding Way.
Not everyone was able to enter
as the doors were closed when
maximum occupancy was reached.
Bottom: Clinton smiles at the
warm welcome he received upon
his introduction.

THE EVENT OF A

LIFETIME
tudents, faculty, and community residents began
lining up at approximately 7 :30 am to see President Bill Clinton. The line stretched from
Schmidt Fieldhouse, along Winding Way, down
Dana Avenue, to Victory Parkway.
Introduced by University President Fr. James Hoff,
S.J ., Cincinnati Mayor Roxanne Qualles, and Ohio Senator John Glenn, Clinton spoke to over 4,000 people with
his address "Meeting America's Challenges Together."
Clinton commented on the importance of government
and businesses taking responsibility to "make a better future for the United States and for the working people of
America."
After a standing ovation, Clinton shook hundreds of
anxious hands as he made his way out of the Fieldhouse.
He then proceeded to meet and greet ticket holders who
had been turned away from the event. Justin Schall made
this announcement to those who had waited: "I apologize
for the inconvenience, but you have a president who cares."
Prior to speaking in Schmidt Fieldhouse, President
Clinton attended a discussion with Sr. Rose Ann Fleming
and members of the Cincinnati Youth Collaborative in
the .Lodge Learning Lab. Information was given by Fleming
about Xavier's Service Fellow program along with the Institute for Community Capacity Building program. The
round table also provided an opportunity to give more
exposure to the collaborative and increase community
invo 1vement.
While not everyone agrees with the President's political views, it cannot be disputed that the president's
visit was an event that the Xavier community will never
forget.

S
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Far Left: Eager members of the
audience jump at the chance to
catch their own close-up snapshots of the President.
Left: The President descends
from Air Force One and proceeds
to the awaiting limousine with
Cincinnati Mayor Roxanne
Quall es.
Below: Jamie Melish '97 experiences a once-in-a-lifetime moment of meeting the President of
the United States.

Above: ·students and local
Cincinnatians await the arrival of
President Clinton at the
Fieldhouse . The crowd of about
4,000 arrived very early to get
good seats and pass through the
Secret Service inspection.

Right: During his address,
Clinton discusses his vision of
America's future and the importance of service. Clinton managed to avoid the volatile controversial and political issues as
this was not a campaign speech.

PRESIDENTIAL VISIT ·
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Left: Mary Zachlin '96 and Brian
Zralek '96 relive their Xavier
memories at the Senior Retreat
fall semester. The weekend retreat was a special chance for the
seniors to reflect before entering
the next phase of their lives.

Above: Julie Vehorn '98, Beth
VanWassenhove '98, Danelle
Luke '97, Kim Roden '98,
Allison Bartnick '98, and Katie
Swieca '98 spend time together
at the Kairos closing .
Right: Tom Sheibley joined Campus Ministry this year as the retreat coordinator. Tom plans and
attends the various events each
semester.
Far Right: Meghan Sargant '97
displays her artistic talents on the
EnKounter Retreat.
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Below: The contact retreat is a
silent retreat that allows for reflection, meditation, and contemplation. Retreatants could spend
time reading, journaling, or even
exploring nature.

GETTING AWAY
FROM

IT

ALL

hen Xavier students hear someone mention Xavier Retreats, many different images and stories come to mind. Campus
Ministry offers students a wide variety
of retreat opportunities including the new En- Kounter
and Upward Bound. Students participate for a variety
of reasons, but most will agree that participants return
affected in some way by the experience.
Retreats give students an opportunity to get away
from the stress of school and the rush of their social
lives. They give students the opportunity to meet new
people. Students have a chance to discuss topics such
as God, faith, relationships, and inner peace, and deal
with the issues that they face in their own lives while
gaining insight from the experiences of others. Melanie
Buckley '98, a Kairos retreatant, reflects, "Retreats help
you to understand who you are and where you are coming from. They help you learn from the road already
traveled and prepare for what lies ahead."
Another program Campus Ministry co-sponsors on
campus is the Confirmation Program. This year, eight
candidates, their sponsors, and numerous other students
met for ten weeks to discuss spirituality and religion
from a variety of standpoints. Each session was similar
to a mini-retreat with participants forming a community to share and gain knowledge.
All of these programs offer students the chance to
grow both as individuals and as part of the Xavier community, forming friendships and helping to break down
barriers between people.

W

Far Above: Jenn Kraus '96 returns to campus at the close of
the Kairos Retreat.
Above:
The 1996 Kairos
retreatants found the weekend to
be a time of great personal growth
and lasting friendships.
Far Left: A number of the retreats
offered are planned and run by
students . The back crew for
Kairos consisted of Trent Engbers
'99, Matt Barker '98, Megan
Mitchell '98, Jamie Melish '97,
and Erin Murray '98.
Left: Kairos leader Kelly Watson
'97 captures the attention of the
retreatants as she shares a personal
experience .
RETREATS ·
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Far Right: Keaven Podgorski '96,
Jay Kalagayan '97, Jake
Richtsmeier '96, Sean McGann
'96, Charles Fields '96, Pamela
Leahigh '96, Amy Douglas '98,
and Elizabeth Corgan '97 were
the student writers/directors and
managers of this yeat;'s New Plays
Workshop.
Right: Erin Doyle '96 portrays
one of the deceased townspeople
while the living attempt to comprehend the universal mystery of
life in Our Town.
Below: The inhabitants of this
Caribbean island sing "The Sad
Tale of Beaxhomnes" to Daniel
Beaxhomne, portrayed by Alan
Dulin '96.

Left : Joseph Feldkamp, as Jim,
talks with Rheta, played by
Jennifer Zehnd e r '96, in this
scene from Pump Boys and
Dinettes.
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Above: Val Briones '97 portrayed
TiMoun in the Spring Musical
Once On This Island, the first
C incinnati production of thi s
Broadway rqusical.

Far Left: Alexis Wesley '96,
Patrick Davidson '97, James
Meyer '97, Erin Doyle '96, Erik
Kutz '99, Joseph Feldkamp, Jennifer Zehnder '96, and Jason
Schmidt '96 portray mechanics
and waitresses in Pump Boys and
Dinettes.
Left: Pump Boys and Dinettes at
the Double Cupp Diner on Highway 57 .
Below: Mr. Webb (Rocky Merz
'99) talks with Emily (Amanda
Sheridan '99) and George (Bob
Herzog '96) before their marriage
in Thorton Wilder's Our Town.
Bottom: Town members talk from
their graves in this scene from
Our Town.

As THE
CURTAIN RISES
his year was an exceptional one for the Xavier
Players. It began with "Black Box" which is
a series of scenes and one act plays. This was
the first glimpse of the talent which the Play,
ers had to offer.
Next in line was "Pump Boys and Dinettes," a '50s
play filled with music and laughter. This was unique
for Xavier considering that the Players usually do not
plan the musicals for the fall season. Next came "Tool
Box," a special event that was put on in conjunction
with the Student Activities Council for the first time.
"Our Town" was another great success, much to the
credit of John Grissmer, a producer/director from New
York who also happens to be a Xavier Alum from the
Class of '55.
The second musical brought "Once On This Is,
land" to Cincinnati for its first,time performance. It
was also unique in that it was done in conjunction
with the Multi,Cultural Affairs group. The finale of
the year was "Workshop." As always, this was an ex,
ceptional assembly of plays from our very own Xavier
students. Pamela Leahigh '96, the Producer of the
Workshop and the Xavier Players' President reflects,
"Workshop brings people out of the woodwork and into
the spotlight as writers, directors, and actors."
All who saw these plays would certainly have to
agree. Overall, the Xavier Players astounded us this
year with their dynamic performances and a wide range
of exceptional talent.

T
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Below: Family Weekend brought
all kinds of entertainment to campus, including juggler Mark Nizer.
Bottom: Juggler Mark Nizer gets
Chris Dake '98 into the act during his Family Weekend Performance.

Free11
4

..

"Feel the beat, Mon!"

ON XAvmK's
STAGE
he range and number of activities and enter;
tainment provided this year by the Student
Activities Council was enough to keep any;
one busy.
The year began with Tom Deluca, our very favor;
ite hypnotist. Like always, the line for the event weaved
throughout the University Center all the way to the
Post Office. Everyone who got in knows that it was
well worth the wait. Deluca astounded us as always by
making our friends speak as if they were aliens, act like
they are even more like children than they already are,
and dance as we have never seen them dance before.
An anonymous witness to the event proclaimed, "I
laughed so hard that I, well, you know... ". SAC never
let us down.
They provided movies for us like "Mr. Holland's
Opus" and even sponsored Coffee House events with
musicians and poets. A wide range of comedians graced
the cafeteria stage for the numerous Comedy Fests.
The final big event of the year was Reggaefest.
Although rain prevented the event from taking place
in the usual Village Gazebo, students still seemed to
enjoy themselves tremendously. The band knew how
to make everything 'feel alright,' and got everyone danc;
ing. Additionally, if a break was needed from all the
dancing, events such as tie;dying shirts and making
your own bead necklaces were available. There was
also a wide range of food provided from roasted pig to
bread sticks and veggies & dip. It was quite an array of
choices. As Pete Simcoe '97 was heard saying, "I found
the gigantic charred pig to be somewhat distracting,
but everything else was great!"

T
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Far Left: Dave Coleman, Director of Student Activities, brought
much of the entertainment to
campus, including his own Creative Dating Workshop .
Left: Milhaus, always a Xavier
favorite, performed at STYUKA
1996 . Students gathered at
Cohen Field to dance the night
to a close.
Below: Xavier students provided
entertainment by themselves
throughout the year. At STYUKA ,
Rick Kelley led memebers of the
student body in "The Boardwalk."

Above: Psychic-Magician-Mind
reader Craig Karges uses total
audience participation to entertain the new students at Manresa.

Right: Also at STYUKA, a chosen
few (James Uhler '96 included)
showed off their James Taylor
impersonation with their screams.

ENTERTAINMENT ·
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Above: The Service Fellows are - First row: Emily Wilson '96, Ving,ji
Nguyen '98, Katie Connelly '98, Katie Keller '99, Brad Kwiatek '99, Julie
Schirmer '96, Amanda Adamczyk '97. Second row: Fr. Gene Carmichael,
S.J., Krista Kidd '98, Kim Whitaker '98, David Tressler '99, John Wakelin
'96, Mark McDonald '99. Third row: Matt Barker '98, Nick DeBlasio '97,
Jill Stanforth '96, Michelle Hamm '97, Cassie Gundrum '99, Michelle
Kesterman '97, Sean O'Brien '97. Not pictured: Joel Tantalo '96.
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LIVING

FOK OTHERS

c

ommunity service is an integral part of the
Jesuit tradition at Xavier University. During the 1995,96 academic year, the student
body gave of themselves in countless ways .
Whether they are picking up trash for the Community
Clean,up or tutoring children at Burton Elementary,
XU students are showing concern for their community
and for their personal growth.
Service to others helps students become more aware
of the problems that exist in society and allows them
to become active in the solutions to those problems.
Service also allows students to understand and relate
to the people and cultures that they encounter. It lets
them see people as more than numbers and problems,
but as human beings just like them with everyday con,
cerns and fears, hopes and dreams. Through service,
students are not only improving the world around them,
but they are gaining wisdom from the people whom
they serve. "Serving others is also serving yourself for we are all connected on a deeper level," reflects
Alison Wyszynski '96.
Just ask any of the twenty Service Fellows at Xavier
what they get from serving others. These students work
in a variety of areas around the Cincinnati area, from
St. Joseph Orphanage to the Marjorie P. Lee Retire,
ment Center. They work for community improvement
and for the betterment of individuals' lives. All stu,
dents who participate in volunteer opportunities, on
or off campus, set an example of how to live as active
individuals who share a common concern for the well
being of the community and the people who live there.
Far Above: Earthcare member
Alison Wyszynski '96 shows her
dirt and grime after taking part
in ReStoc, a program to rehabilitate condemned/run-down buildings for low-income housing.
Above: Manresa volunteers Jason
Schmidt '97 and Ben Dunlap '96
take a break from the heat.
Far Left: Amanda Molloy '97,
Charles Fields '96, and Jay
Kalagayan '96 work hard to build
a semi-stable structure for Shantytown - an event to increase awareness of poverty and homelessness.
Left: Habitat for Humanity helps
rehab and refurnish homes for use
in the community.
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Far Right: Numerous clubs
manned booths for the entertainment of one and all. Charactures
were available ' in return for carnival tokens.
Right: Master of Ceremonies,
Rick Kelley, announced winners
of the numerous prizes raffled off
throughout the evening.
Below: The day's festivities were
planned, organized, and run by
Xavier students. They were also
onhand throughout the day wearing their STYUKA t-shirts.

Left: Faculty also attended the
event at Cohen Field with their
friends and families . This was a
good opportunity for students and
professors to interact outside of
the classroom.
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Above: All proceeds from the
day's enjoyment went to benefit
the Crossroads Health Center's
Reach Out and Read program.
Evems· such as the lolly-pop pull
contributed to the total.

CHIP SAL..£S

FuN

Far Left: Chips, also known as tokens, were sold in order for people
to participate at the various booths.
Rafle tickets were also sold for a
wide variety of prizes. The booth
was operated by the C ommunter
Services staff.
Left: Hula-hoop contests were a
favorite among participants. Many
observers got a laugh while watching who had some hip-action.
Below: A memorable part of
STYUKA will always be the pie-eating contest. James Uhler '96 definitely bit off more than he could
handle!
Bottom: But in the end - a masked
female ran away with the pie-eating champion title.

FOK OTHERS

n Saturday, April 27th, the Xavier Community
came together to celebrate and to be "men and
women for others" during the second annual
STYUKA. Derived from Native American origins, STYUKA at Xavier has come to be a heralding of the
coming spring, a community celebration of the academic
year's end, and a way to raise money for charity.
Over twenty-five student organizations participated
in the carnival featuring a palm reader, blackjack, pie in
the face, and numerous other games. Students jammed
to the music of Uptown, rhythm and blues, and Cincinnati favorite, Milhaus. Rick Kelley, as Master of Ceremonies, instigated ruthless pie-eating and hula-hoop contests and invited people on stage to take a cool stroll on
the Boardwalk. Thousands of dollars in prizes were raffled
off with students winning anything from Cyclones tickets
to two round-trip domestic airline tickets on Delta.
Through all this excitement however, there was another
goal.
Each year, as part of this celebration, a local charity
is adopted, and all proceeds from STYUKA are donated to
it. The Crossroads Health Center in Over-the-Rhine
was identified as the beneficiary for STYUKA 1996. This
holistic health care center implemented a "Reach Out
and Read" program targeting children from birth to six
years of age for literacy development. Through the program, children are read to by a volunteer &s they wait to
see the physician for one of their mandatory checkups.
After each visit, the child receives a book to take home,
encouraging parental involvement.
Through this coming together of the Xavier community and with the assistance of numerous local businesses,
STYUKA 1996 was able to donate $1000 to the Reach
Out and Read program at Crossroads. What a way to end
the 1996 school year!

0
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Far Right: These guys are leaving their competition far behind
them as they don nightshirts and
pajamas on the Residential Mall.
Right: Even in a hopeless situation, Dan Hambrook '96 refuses
to admit defeat and release the
rope.
Below: Braving impending unpleasant laundry struggles, this
women's team puts it on the line
for a tug-o-war victory.
Bottom: Chariot races as they've
never been seen before were just
one of the trials faced by the fearless participants in this year's
Spring Breakaway competitions.

GOING FOK

THB GOLD

A

ny student can tell you that during finals
week, caffeine is key to remaining alert dur,
ing those late,night study sessions. But dur,
ing the week before finals, energy levels need

no boost.
From April
2 7, teams of students competed in
Spring Breakaway, an annual week of crazy competi,
tion designed to bring students together to celebrate
the end of the year. The theme of this year's event,
now six years running, was "A Natural High."
Teams of students competed in events which will
most likely not be seen at this summer's Olympic games
in Atlanta.
On Monday, Xavier's campus looked like a scene
out of "Ben Hur" as students raced chariots and scoot,
ers to kick off the competition. Other events of the
week included kickball, a lyp,synch contest, whiffle ball,
and the bat spin relay, not to mention the infamous
Bed Race, where makeshift beds careened down Her,
ald Avenue at death,defying speeds.
Although the mud from recent campus construe,
tion could sometimes be exasperating, the teams of
Spring Breakaway made the best of it by having a mud
wrestling competition on Friday. By the end of the
match, students looked like candidates for the next
Tide commercial! The week was completed with an
obstacle course and an awards ceremony on Saturday
to congratulate the victors. They may not be Olympic
Champions, but these students all have hearts of gold.

zz,
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Above: Hardly recognizable,
these two guys give it all they've
got battling it out in the mud pit.

Far Left: Struggling not to lose
ground, this men's team fights to
keep themselves reasonably mudfree.
Left: These two teams are just
hitting their strides and are neck
and neck as the Bed Races prove
to be an evenly matched event.
Below: As Ryan Bates '97 pins
his opponent in the mud, the referee awards him the victory in a
no-holds-barred match.

Rigbt: A few of these girls get to
enjoy the ride as their teammates
speed their makeshift bed down
the Residential Mall during the
Bed Races.

SPRING
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GOING FOR THE GOLD
"if I could give you only one thi1t1t
It would be the yower to believe in yourself.
The ability to see your dreams come trne
And the stre~h to make them become real."
,-.,.., KAREN

ST.

PIERRE

Opposite page: Fans and players alike have
been looking forward to this season with
much anticipation due to Xavier's move
into the Atlantic 10.
Right: The Xavier Cheerleading Squad
was honored to meet Bill Cosby during a
basketball tournament.

'
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A Brand
New Start . ••

F

or the women's basketball program at
Xavier, this season
was full of new things. Under new head coach Melanie
Balcomb, the team began
play in the Atlantic-10 for
the first time.
Senior
leadership
proved to be the key that
propelled the Muskies to
their 15-13, 7-9 in the A-10
finish.
Guard Am y Siefring
'96 was the team leader in
both statistics and attitude.
She led the team with a scoring average of 18.3 per
game, and had an unmatched court presence.

She reached the 1,000 points
and 200 assists milestone for
her career during this season while earning honors for
her academic and athletic
successes.
Susanna Stromberg '99
of Finla nd stepped up for
Xavier to be named to the
Atlantic-lO's All-Rookie
Team. Alsocontributingthe
successful year were Shelia
Flint '97, Jenny Rauh '97,
Connie Hamberg '98,
Keisha Brown '98, Jamie
Griffin '99 and Nikki Kremer
'99.
The team looks forward
to much success in the future.
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1995-96 Schedule
Opponent

Georgetown
Illinois
Miami (Ohio)
Central Michigan

Site

H
A
A
A

Northern Lights Tournament:

Tulane

Duquesne
A
George Washington H
H
H
A
A

Temple
St. Bonaventure

H
H
A
H
H
H
A
A

Virginia Tech
H
George Washington A
La Salle
H
A
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Above: Jamie Griffin '99

Far Above: Connie Hamberg '98

_.,_..."""'

Left: Connie Hamberg '98

Below: Amy Siefring '96

Left: Kiesha Brown '98

Above: Sheila Flint '97

1
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Below: Amy Siefring '96

Above: Kiesha Brown '98

46
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Right: Sheila Flint '97

Right: Connie Hamberg '98

Left: Connie Hamberg '98

Below: Jenny Rauh '97

Left: The 1996 Xavier
Women's Basketball Team

1
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Below: Maurice Schilten
'96 and Dan Hambrook '96

Above: Celebrating
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Right: Maurice Schilten '96

Right: Teamwork

A Successful

Season

D

espite a 1-7 record
to start the year,
the men's soccer
team became a \\'inner as
the season progressed. The
September loss in overtime
to highly ranked UM ass
"sho\Ved \Ve could play\Vith
the big boys," said head
coach Jack Hermans.
An undefeated run
through A-10 foes during
October ended \Vith a victory over La Salle 4-1 to
clinch 3rd place in the conference and a tournament
birth.
Maurice Schilten '96 led
the team \Vith 31 points & 13
assists and \Vas a\Varded

First Team All-Mid\Vest Region as \Yell as Atlantic 10
Scholar-Athlete of the Year.
Joining in this honor \Vas
Vladimir Ciric '96 and Jeremy Fultz '98.
"Success, but not satisfaction," Hermans reflected
on the season . "We reached
our goal -- qualifying for the
A-10 tournament, but by the
end of the season, I felt our
goal should have been
higher."
Though the Seniors \Vill
be missed, Hermons said
that Xavier \Vill be very
competitive in '97 given the
same effort that propelled
them in October of '95.

1995-96 Schedule
Opponent

Site

Soccer Village Kick-Off Classic:

Wright State
Miami
Evansville
Bowling Green
Massachusetts
Cincinnati
Rhode Island
Duquesne
George Washington
Kentucky
St. Bonaventure
Dayton
St. Joseph's
Temple
Virginia Tech
Western Michigan
Ohio State
La Salle
Fordham

Far Above: Pat Sunderhaus
'97

Above: Teammates

A
A
H
A
H
A
A
H
H
H
A
A
H
A
H
H
H

Atlantic 10 Tournament
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Below: Jody Dascoli

Above: Victory
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Right: Spike It!

Right: A Successful Block

Far Below: Sally Shulte '97

Below: Katie Andrews '97

Making a Killing
avier's volleyball
made a respectable
18-5 showing their
inaugural season in the Atlantic-10. Inhisseventhyear
as head coach, Floyd Deaton
helped coach Xavier volleyball to its six winning season in as many years.
Sally Schulte '97, named
First Team All Atlantic-10,
approaches the all-time
school record for most kills
in · a career. Schulte surpassed the lOOOth mark
this season and became only
the seventh player in the history of Xavier's volleyball
program to do so. She begins next season needing
only 153 kills to break the
record. Schulte also ranks

X

second in the Atlantic-10 for
most kills.
Susie Checkett '97 also
cleared new ground in the
record books this year.
Checkett broke the all-time
assist record with 4,096 in
her three years at Xavier.
Checkett, a starter since her
freshman year, holds the top
two single season tallies.
Schulte and Checkett will
be joined by Katie Andrews
'97 as senior captians for the
upcoming season.
Coach Floyd Deaton
feels confident about the
captains and the teams ability to achieve in the next
year. "They know what it's
all about."

V OLLEYBALL .
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1995-96 Schedule
Opponent

Cincinnati
Miami
NE Illinois
Louisville
Wright State
Virginia Tech

Site

Below: Joe Liebold '97, Dan Casey '98, Jamie Christman
'97, and Braden Schrag '99.

. A
A
A
H
A
H

Vincennes Invite at IUPUI

Maine
A
Georgia Southern A
St. Bonaventure
A
Canisius
A
Louisville
H
Bowling Green
H
Duquesne
A
Western Kentucky A
Hope College
A
Atlantic 10 Tournament

Diving Into A
New Season
X
avier's swim team
faced new challenges in their
first year in the Atlantic-10.
In his second season as head
coach of Muskie Swimming,
Jeff Russell sported a team
of seven incoming freshmen
and thirteen returning
swimmers.
Led by mens' tricapitains, Dan Labin '96,
Jamie Ouistman '97 and
Joe Leibold '97 and womens'
captain Therese Strickland
'97, the Muskie swimmers
pulled off several impressive victories, including
clinching an overall win at
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the Vincennes Invitational
in December.
Between the two teams,
there were 13 school
records broken this year
with honors going to Joe
Leibold '97, Jen Marcy '99,
Heather Rice '99, Shannon
Dickie '96, Sarclh Wayne '99,
Emily Hardy '97 and
Therese Strickland '97.
Though losing several
swimmers next year,
Muskie swimming hopes to
rebuild strong and begin
showing some depth in their
events as many of the Atlantic-10 schools can already
boast.

Far Below: Dan Labin, Joe
Leibold, Jamie Christman,
and Therese Strckland.

Left: Jamie Christman '97,
Justin Christman '99, and
Nick Schnee '97.

Below: Dan Casey '98, Jamie
Christman '97, Joe Leibold
'97, and TJ Dunker '99.

Left: Jamie Christman '97

Above: Dan Labin '97
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Teeing Off In
the Atlantic-10

T

he golf teams made
an impressive showing in their first year
in the Atlantic-10. The men's
team spent another season
under the influence of Head
Coach Doug Steiner while
the women's team was under the leadership of new
Head Coach Connie
McCarthy.
Both teams also came
into the season with strong,
hard-working senior leadership
that
proved
conclusive to team unity.
"We have a strong nucleus
back from last year," said
Steiner, "led by Mr. Consistency, Jimmy Zettler."

Both teams earned a rewarding 1st place finish in
the Dayton Invitational in
October. J. T. Croy '97
helped lead the men to the
victory, shooting a 68 to
place 2nd at the Invitational.
Christy Fout '99 also won
medalist honors, becoming
the first freshmaninXavier's
history to do so.
Although the graduating seniors will be missed,
both the men's and women's
teams will have a strong
group of returning players
who are capable of providing the leadership for another sucessful season in the
Atlantic-10.

I::::-9~0::e::le
;::iMl: UD Lady Flyer Invitational

I~fEf~~~~;fg:
:~ilt

EKU Lady Colonel Invitational
B~il~rma.ker Sprin? Invitational
iiHiif:! Ilhru Spnng Classic
lllllll1l1ll

I;~;;:;~~~~~~~ships
I:~::::::::::::
dl

Western Kentucky Invitational

L.....
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Above: JT Croy

Far Above: Jim Zettler

Left: April Drake '96

Below: Stacy Goecke

Above: JenniferUrbanek'96

Gou ·55

Right: Ronald Dodge '96
Below: Sarah Wagner '96
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Right: Brian Tent

Cruising into
the Atlantic 10

T

he Xavier Harriers,
XU's cross country
team, sported some
impressive
personal
achievements this season.
The team, led by second year
head coach Ron Cox, produced some quality effort
and achievement in competition. Dedication and personal goals ruled the team
as they sought to run their
best at every meet.
The mens and womens
teams both returned with
depth and strong senior
leadership. The Lady Harriers were led by Melissa
Pflum'96 and Sarah Wagner
'96 while Brian Trent '96

andJimNau '97led the men.
Both teams sported strong
depth and a wealth of returning individuals.
Melissa Pflum '96
achieved her first college
victory at the Dayton
Alumni race in September.
Pflum continued her impressive season with a finish in the top twenty and
another in the top fifty.
Matt Armentano '97 led
the men to several impressive finishes including a
second place finish at the
Wright State Invitational.
The Harriers are looking toward another successful season next year.

1995-96 Schedule

I

M~re I
: : :·: :·~: : ~! I
::~~~:::v::::.1 I
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Atlantic 10 Tournament

Above: Tom Williams

Far Above: Melissa Pflum, Sarah Wagner, Jim Nau, and
Brian Tent.

.....J
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Below: Ted Rozman '99

Right: Andrea Lorenz '97

Right: Jason Parker '96 and
Andrea Lorenz '97.
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1995-96 Schedule
Far Below: Andrea Lorenz

Below: The 1996 Xavier Rifle Team

Opponent

Tennesse Tech
Murray State

Site

A
A

Walsh Rifle Tournament:

Murray State
Cincinnati
Kentucky
West Virginia
Ohio State
WestVirginia

H
A
A
A
A

Big Four Classic:

Murray State
Jacksonville State
Kentucky
NCAA Championships
at US Olympic Trng Ctr
host institution: Air Force

Shooting For
The Olynipics

T

he 1995-96 season
was a rewarding
one for the Xavier
rifle team. Led by Alan Joseph, in his 14th year as
head coach, Jason Parker
'96 and Andrea Lorenz '97,
the rifle team captured the
1996 NCAA Air Rifle National Championship.
Parker and Lorenz,
along with
Karen
Alexander '98 and Karyn
Juziuk '99, also competed in
Atlanta for spots on the U.S.
Olympic Team. "Sending
four shooters to the Olympic Trials is another great
accomplishment not only
for our program but for our

school," said Coach Joseph.
"This is a great compliment
to Xavier and its rifle program. I'm not sure people
realize how significant the
national championship really was."
Both Jason Parker and
Andrea Lorenz were named
to the National Rifle
Association's All-American
First Team in air rifle and
smallbore rifle. Parker is a
four-time collegiate AllAmerican and Lorenz is a
two-time collegiate AllAmerican. Karyn Juzuick
also recieved an Honorable
Mention to the team for air
rifle in her rookie season.
RI FLE ·
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Below: The 1996 Xavier Men's and Women's Tennis
Teams

Tennis On Top

T

he Xavier tennis teams
had record breaking
success this season.
The Lady Musketeers broke
the school record for most
wins finishing 18-7 overall,
4-0 in the Atlantic-IO. The
men's team also had similar
success, concluding 12-9 and
4-1 in conference play.
Leading the women's
team was Heidi Pacella '96,
finishing her career at Xavier
with a 79-30 singles record.
This record breaks Xavier's
all time singles record set in
1990. Pacella also received
the Paul L. O'Connor Award
for academic excellence and
athletic performance.
Playing major roles in
themen'steamsuccess, were
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Junior Greg McDaniel
andSenior Jim Lowery. Both
won matches during the
upset of Temple University
at the A-10 Conference
Tournament, giving the
team a third place finish.
The lady Muskies also
achieved a third place finish attheAtlantic-lOChampionships in April at
Amherst. Their 18-7 finish
for the season, leaves the
Xavier ladies with a school
record for victories.
Head 'coach
Jim
Brockhoff said, "Both teams
exceeded what they were
expected to do. That bodes
well for the future of Xavier
tennis.

Far Below: Melissa Beeman
'96.

Left: Jennifer Nill '96

Below: Melissa Beeman '96

Left: Jim Lowery '96

Above: Heidi Pacella '96
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Back On The
Upswing
I
n only three years, head
Coach John Morrill
brought Xavier baseball
back to 500. The team finished their first season in
the Atlantic-10 11-8, 27-27
overall. With a four game
sweep of La Salle, they
clinced second place in their
division, earning a birth in
the conference tournament.
Second baseman Sean
West '96 led the team,
breaking Ted Shalloe's
(1982-85) all time carreer
hits record. West also holds
the record for RBis and at
bats.
Outfielder Mike Scuglik
'99 was awarded rookie of

the week after a game breaking home run in a defeat of
George Washington University. · Righthander Louie
Witte '99 led the team in
strikeouts.
Josh Bradford '96 received A-10 pitcher of the
year honors from the conference coaches. Bradford
was drafted by the Toronto
Blue Jays organization in the
17th round of the Major
League Baseball draft.
Although Bradford,
West and the other seniors
will be missed, these young
talents make the future look
very promising for XU baseball.

1995-96 Schedule
Site
Florida --Spring Trip

A
H

H/A
H
H
A
A
H
H
A

H
H

Dayton
., · ~. Southern Indiana
'/~'. Cincinnati

A
H
A

Atlantic 10 Tournament
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Above: Jayson Gale '96

Far Above: Andy Balzer '96

Left: Patrick Gavin '99

Below: Homerun!

Above: Sean West '96

BASEBALL ·
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Below: Andrea Gruber '98

Right: Amy Lemon '99

Above: Teamwork

Right: Barbi Harris '96
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Kicking Off
A Great Year

T

he women's soccer
team had much success, finishing 3-1-1
in the A-10 conference and
11-8-2overall. Withimpressive victories over Ohio
State and Kentucky, the
Lady Musketeers showed
they could compete.
"We made real progress
this year," women's coach
Ron Quinn said. "We were
able to jump right into the
A-10 and land on our feet."
Forward,
Amanda
Gruber '98, who led the team
in scoring with 13 goals, was
awarded First Team A-10.
Gruber joined teammate
Susie Welch '97 on the 1995

All Ohio Team.
Xavier advanced to theA10 tournament championship game after a 2-0 upset
victory over Temple.
Although the Lady Musketeers fell to fifteenthranked UMass in the final,
they placed three players
on the All-Tournament
Team: Gruber; Ann Marie
Hubbard '96, and Holly
Grow '99.
The lady Muskeies look
forward to a new year in the
Atlantic 10 and have strong
returning leader ship to lead
them on. The Xavier ladies
as well as coach Ron Quinn
expect a year of success.

:~~;~~~6 Sche;ule

I

Soccer Village Kick-Off Classic: ~i~mmt

Dayton
Wright State

A

Cincinnati
Duquesne
Ohio State
St. Bonaventure
George Washington
La Salle
Butler
Kentucky
Vanderbilt
Rhode Island
Fairfield
Virginia Tech
Louisville
Notre Dame

A
H
H
H
A
H
H
H
A
A
A
H
H
A

Kentucky Invitational:

Far Above: Keri Heed um '99

Above: Colleen Savage '99

!1111.111111
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Below: Kenny Harvey '97

Right: Pat Kelsey '98

Above: Midnight Madness

Right: Kevin Carr '97
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'1995-96 Schedule
Opponent

Far Below: Darnell Williams '99

Below: The 1996 Xavier Men's Basketball Team.

Site

St. Francis
H
Va Commonwealth A
Long Island
H
Miami
A
Ohio
A
Delaware State
H
Kansas State
A
Notre Dame
H
Morgan State
H
La Salle
A
Temple
A
Fordham
H
Cincinnati
H
St. Bonaventure
A
La Salle
H
Dayton
A
St. Joseph's
H
Massachusetts
H
George Washington A
Virginia Tech
H
Rhode Island
A
Dayton
H
Duquesne
H
George Washington H
Virginia Tech
A
Duquesne
A

Shooting For
Success
X
avier University's
men's basketball
team had a season
of close calls. Losing to four
top ten teams by a total of 22
points, the team finished
their first Atlantic-10 season with an 8-8, 13-15 overall record.
"We are moving from
one quality conference into
one of the best conferences
in the country," says head
coach Sip Prosser. "Add the
rugged non-conference
schedule and we have our
work cut out for us."
The top-ranked Massach ussetts Minutemen's
·.risit to the sold-out Cincin-

nati Gardens was the most
memorable close call.
With less than one second remaining in regulation, T.J. Johnson's '98 shot
bounced off the front of the
rim, sending the game into
overtime. Despite a valiant
effort, the Musketeers lost
the game 78-74.
Next season promises
even more excitement for
the Musketeers. Guard
Lenny Brown '99, who led
the team in scoring, returns
next season with the rest of
a very young 1995-96 team.
More experience should
spell more success for Xavier
in the future.
MEN'S BASKETBALL·
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Below: Enthusiastic Fans

Right: Sherwin Anderson '97

Above: The 1996 Cheerleading Right: Kevin Carr '97
Squad. front row: Angelica Arejola,
Molly White, Marci Malys, Marla
Dicenso, Shannon Tighe. second row:
Shawn O'Brien, Josh Saperstein,
Kelly Hixson, Monica Cabotage,
Aarionne Fanner, Lisa Mark. third
row: Matt Kinasewitz, Jeremy
Glauber, Brian Brockman,JeffWise,
Nathan Cherry, David Trifiletti.
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Left: Coach Skip Prosser

Below: Tyson Brit '97

Left: Kenny Harvey '97
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INTOTHI RIATUNKNOWN
"You cannot hoye to build a better world
without imyroving individuals. we all must
work Jor our own imyrovement,
and at the same time share a
general resyonsability Jor all humanity."
,__,MARIE CURIE

Opposite page: Dr. Melanie Blackwell's
Economic Seminar classes illustrated the
main reason recycling needs to occur: this
mountain represents two days of trash from
the residence halls.
Right: Bill Cosby discusses the finer points
of life with Sr. Rose Ann Fleming and Fr.
James Hoff, SJ.

'
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Dr. James E. Bundschuh
BS, PhD
Vice-President for Academic Affairs

Fr. Michael J. Graham, S.J.

Fr. James E. Hoff, S.J.

BSS, MA, MA, MDiv, PhD
Vice-President for University Relations

BS, MA, MA, PhD
President

Dr. J. Richard Hirte

Fr. J. Leo Klein, S. J.

Mr. John F. Kucia

BSBA, MBA, CPA, PhD
Vice-President for Financial Administration

LitB, MA, MA, PhD

I>A,MEd
Vice-President and Assistant ~o the President

Vice-President for Religious Development

Ms. Sylvia A. Bessegato

Muskie

BA, MA, PhD
Vice-President for Student Development

BS,MS
Associate Vice President for Student
Development

Kuhlman Hall Resident
2nd floor

Fr. Eugene J. Carmichael, S.J.

Mr. Thomas J. Cunningham

Mr. David H. Kalsbeek

BS, MEd, MDiv
Associate Vice President for Religious
Development

CPA, BSS, MBA
Associate Vice President for Financial
Administration

BA, MA, PhD
Associate Vice President for Enrollment
Services

Mr. Paul L. Lindsay, Jr.

Ms. Carol H. Rankin

AB
Associate Vice President for URA,
Director of Special Events and Protocol

BA, MA, PhD
Associate Academic Vice President

Dr. Ron A. Slepitza

Ms. Valerie C. Withiam
BA
Associate Vice President for Marketing and
Public Relations

Accounting
Steve Allen

Kevin Devine

Assistant Professor--Accounting

Assistant Professor--Accounting
BS, MBA, PhD

William E. Smith
Professor--Accounting
BSBA, MBA, MEd, CPA

John J. Surdick
Associate Professor--Accounting
BBA, MBA, PhD

Accounting Club Officers: Matt Mull, Missy
Heydinger, Kirk Liskiewitz, Mark
Henestofel.

Dr. Ron Slepitza, vice president of student
development, presents Damon Jones '97 with
the Sally Watson memorial award for all his
hard work this year.
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Art
Marsha Karagheusian-Murphy

Jerome J. Pryor, S.J.

Assistant Professor--Art
BS, BFA, MFA

Associate Professor--Art
BA, MA,EdD

Bernard L. Schmidt
Professor--Art, Chair
AB, MA, MFA

Alpha Sigma Nu: Front Row: Dan
Hambrook, Kelly Watson, Val Briones,
Megan Pater, Amy Johnston, Michelle
Kesterman, Carrie Larason, Avinne
Overton, Megan Stiens. Second Row: Chris
Theppe, Michelle Kappas, Mandy
Adamczyk, Nick DeBlasio, Patrick
Davidson,MichaelDake. ThirdRow: Gina
Barlotta, Deb Schindhelm, John Wakelin,
Carly Smith, Matt Mull, Michele Tucker.
Last Row: Joe Tantalo, Brett Palmer, Shawn
Smith, Fr. Mike Graham, Sean O'Brian,
Dave Yungbluth, Matt Hans, Brian
Shircliff, Chris Koebbe.

Jacey Dunaway '97 concentrates as she lets her
fingers determine the shape of her platter without the visual sense.

ART ·
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Biology
Carolyn Chambers

Elaine M. Charters, RSM

Associate Professor--Biology
BA, MS, PhD

Dorothy 8. Engle

Professor--Biology
BA, MT, MA, PhD

Assistant Professor--Biology
BA, PhD

Linda R. Finke
Associate Professor--Biology, Chair
AB, MS, PhD

Dr. Horan
Biology

Biology Club: Front Row: Andy Frasco,
Tom Smyth, Nicole Thobe, Jennifer
Hentz. Second Row: Megan E. Miller,
Teresa Kraus, Margaret Peters, Michelle
Berger, Jessica Metzger, John Campbell,
Yvette N eirouz. Third Row: James Conniff,
Michele Kappes, Kim Ensminger, Emily
Young, Sean McGrath, Doug Hartman,
Rob Nelson. Last Row: Jerry Rubin, Jeremy Gla:uber, James Conniff.

Dissection is a major component in a Biology
major's academic career at Xavier.
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Chemistry
Barbara J. Barker

Barbara M. Hopkins

Associate Professor--Chemistry
BS, PhD

Associate Professor--Chemistry, Chair
BA, PhD

Tracking down clubs and professors
has proven to be a very difficult job.
For this reason, we started
out the year trying to find four or five
professors from each department.
Unfortunately, due to scheduling conflicts
and disorganization, this did not
always happen. We will try
to picture different professors next year
as well as all the clubs.

The staff would like to apologize
to anyone and everyone
that tnay have been accidentally
not pictured in the 1996 Annual.

Daniel J. Mcloughlin
Associate Professor-Chemistry
BS, MS, PhD

Theodore C. Thepe, S.J.
Associate Professor--Chemistry
AB,PhL,MS

C HE MISTRY ·
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Communications
William E. Daily

William J. Hagerty

Professor--Communication Arts, Chair Associate Professor--Communication Arts
BSBA, MEd, PhD
LittB, MA, MA

Deborah W. Pearce
Academic Staff
BA, MAT

Thomas A. Schick
Associate Professor--Communication Arts
BA,PhL,MA

PRSSA: Sandy Ivers, Jodi Heckler, Mr.
Thomas Schick, Caleb Clarke, Soren
Baker.

Tonia Clouse '96 and Brian Zralek '96 goof off
at Campus Ministry during a study break towards the end of the spring semester.
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Criminal Justice/Law
Michael E. Endres

Paul E. Fiorelli

Professor--Criminal Justice
BA, MA, PhD

Professor--Law
BA, JD, MBA

PaulH. Hahn
Professor--Criminal Justice
BA,MEd,MS

John G. Richardson
Associate Professor--Criminal Justice
BA,MS,EdD

The Academic Mall--pre-destruction.

CRIMINAL
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Economics
Nancy Bertaux

Melanie A. Blackwell

Steven A. Cobb

Associate Professor--Economics
BA, MA, PhD

Associate Professor--Economics
BS, MA, PhD

Associate Professor--Economics
BA, MA, PhD

David R. Weinberg
Associate Professor--Economics
AB, PhD

Robert 0. Zimmerman
Professor--Economics, Chair
BA, MA, PhD

Economics Club: Mark Walsh, Asta Roques,
Skip Redd, Anthony Glomski, Gina
Couch.
Apologies go out to the faculty. Past file
photos had to be used due to negative
exposure.

Dave Kopser '96 and Chad Bhatti '98 enjoy the
sunshine during the annual Salmon chase. The
event allows economic students and faculty to
visit the grave of Salmon P. Chase.
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Education
Susanne P. Kirk

Mary-Lisa Vertuca

Assistant Professor--Education
BS,MEd,PhD

Professor--Education

Sharon A. Merrill
Assistant Professor--Education
BS,MEd,EdD

Education Club: Front Row: Amy Johnston,
Stephanie Breider, Ann Taddeo. Last Row:
Dr. Merrill, Megan Murray, Gina Barlotta,
Heidi Wessel, Ellen Sullivan.

Betsy Guerity '97, an education major, presents the David B. Streicher spirit of Xavier
award to Glaisha Atkinstall '99.

EoucA TION
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English
Norman M. Finkelstein

Ernest L. Fontana

JohnR. Getz

Associate Professor-English, Chair
AB, MA, PhD

Professor--English
BS, MA, PhD

Professor--English
AB, MA, PhD

Robin Ikegami
Assistant Professor--English
BA, MA, PhD

Carol L. Winkelmann
Assistant Professor-English
BA, MA, PhD

English Club (in no particular order): Front
Row: Jodi Hekler, Pat Pugliese, Brian.
Second Row: Meg Leder, Laura Dixon,
Eilleen, Karen, Angela Meyer, Dalziel
Relliford. Third Row: Sean O'Brien,
Christy Male.

The annual English Tea Party was held in the
Library's courtyard. The event provided an
opportunity for students to mingle with faculty.
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Finance
Julie A. B. Cagle
Assistant Professor--Finance
BS, MBA, PhD

Philip W. Glasgo
Wayne C. Jankowske
Associate Professor--Finance Associate Professor--Finance
BS, MBA, PhD
BA, MA, MBA, PhD, CPA

R. Stafford Johnson
Professor--Finance, Chair
BA, MS, PhD

Shelly E. Webb
Assistant Professor--Finance
BA, PhD

Finance Club Officiers: Brian, Dr. Shelly Webb, Eric Driscoll, Steve Ostmann,
Pete Zingraff. Apologies goes out to the entire club ... the picture was taken, but due to a camera
malfunction, the photograph did not turn out.
Apologies also go outto the faculty. Past file pictures had to be used, with the exception of Dr. Webb,
due to negative exposure.

FINANCE.
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History

John J. LaRocca, S.J.
Professor--History
AB, MA, PhD

Paul L. Simon
Professor--History
AB, MA, PhD
The Honors Student Association

Matt Whitehead '97 frequently visits the home
of Fr. John LaRocca, history professor, on Fridays to partake in pasta and discussion.
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Mathematics
William J. Larkin, III

Richard J. Pulskamp

James T. Snodgrass, III

Professor--Mathematics
BS, MEd, MS, PhD

Associate Professor--Mathematics
BS, MS, PhD

Associate Professor--Mathematics
AB, MS, PhD

David C. Trunnell
Assistant Professor--Mathematics
AB,MS

Janice B. Walker
Associate Professor--Mathematics,
Chair
BS, MS, PhD

Mathematics Club

In the midst of helping students with math,
the math lab assistants find amusing ways to
occupy their time.

M AT H E M A TI CS ·
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Management
James D. Brodzinski

Thomas D. Clark

Associate Professor--Management
BFA,MA,PhD

Andrew C. Eustis

Professor--Management
BA, MA, PhD

Associate Professor--Management, Chair
BA, MBA, PhD

Timothy J. Kloppenborg
Associate Professor--Dec Science
BS, MBA, PhD

•
Arthur Shriberg
Associate Professor--Management
BS, MEd, MBA, EdD

Delta Sigma Pi sponsors numerous functions throughout the year that allow members,
such as Todd Knollman '96 and Dave Kopser '96, to socialize with friends and professors.
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Marketing
~
J

Thomas J. Hayes
Professor--Marketing, Chair
BS, MBA, MBA, PhD

Ray 0. Nulsen, Jr.
Associate Professor--Marketing
BS, MBA, PhD

Mary M. Walker
Assistant Professor--Marketing
BS, MS, PhD

ROTC Seniors: Front Row: David Trifiletti,
Kenny Bowles, John Dunn, Stephanie
Courtright. Second Row: Todd Beck, Billy
Siekman, SGM Moore, John Dalferro,
Melissa Carr. Third Row: Doug Godby,
Tim Dailey, Jam es Conniff, Kristin
Anderson. Fourth Row: John Bush, Christy
Hein, Jeremy Glauber, Tammy Shidler,
Maureen Myers. Last Row: Doug "Tex"
Chimenti.
These Seniors will be commissioned as
Second Lieutenants into the U.S. Army on
May 10, 1996.

Chris Luke makes his way through a confidence course at an FTX held by the "All For One"
Battalion spring semester.

MARKETING •
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Modern Language
Maria Dolores Goddard

Irene B. Hodgson

Academic Staff--Mod Languages
BA, MA, MA

Associate Professor--Mod Lanuages
BA, MA, PhD

Jo Ann M. Recker, SND
Associate Professor-Mod Languages, Chair
BA, MA, PhD

Dr. Sanchez
Mod Languages
PhD

Spanish Club: Front Row: Mrs. Goddard,
Marissa Ferri. Second Row: Jennifer
Reisdorf, Dr. Hodgson, Rafael Rosario.

Chris Potter, director of Campus Ministry, presents Brian Shircliff '96 with the campus ministry award at Honor's Day.

88 · M
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Occupational Therapy

Occupational Therapy Club: Front Row: Michele Vinson, Shannon Eckert. Second Row:
Mel Hundley, Leila Mehbod, Roni Christopher, Leanne Ramos, Marie Ha. Last Row:
Dottie Fallat, Sarah Haas. Debi Shoemaker, Laura Anderson.

Above: Many professors turned out for
the Commencement celebration to show
their support of the soon-to-be alumni.

Above: Faculty and staff arrived at the
Senior-Faculty softball game ready to take
the field .

'
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Around Campus

Above: Dr. Fiorelli tested his pitching ability against many of his now former students on the softball field during Senior
Week 1996.

Above right: Students with a common
academic interest gather regularly around
campus to talk about classes and other
non-academic interests.

Above: Many professors congratulate the
Class of 1996 as they receive their diplomas and join the work force, the military,
or graduate studies.
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Philosophy
Richard H. Bonvillain

E. Paul Colella

William A. Jones

Associate Professor--Philosophy
STB, PhD

Professor--Philosophy, Chair
BA, MA, PhD

Assosiate Professor--Philosophy
AB, MBA, PhD

Timothy S. Quinn
Associate Professor--Philosophy
BA, MA, PhD

Robert A. Rethy
Associate Professor--Philosophy
BA, MA, PhD

Pam Leahigh '96, Michael Liderbach '96, Betsy Guerity '97, and Mary Zachlin '96 1/2
discuss the events of the past years at the art gallary senior thesis show.

PHILOSOPHY'
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Physics
John B. Hart

Mr. Herbert

Associate Professor--Physics
BS,MS

Physics

Stephen C. Yerian
Associate Professor--Physics, Chair
AB, MS, PhD

Physics Club: Front Row: Megan M. Miller,
Chip Lynch, Dallas Trinkle. Back Row:
Steve Parfitt, George Schmiesing, Keith
Fennen,
Andrew
Hill,
Marc
Lewandowski, Greg Wojtkiewicz.
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·PHYSICS

Poly Sci/Sociology
Jon D. Moulton

Timothy White

Associate Professor--PolySc
AB, MA, PhD

Assistant Professor--PolySc
BA, MA, PhD

Kandi M. Stinson
Associate Professor--Sociology
BA, MA, PhD

I

Michael E. Weissbuch
Associate Professor--Sociology,
Chair
BA, MA, PhD

Tonya Niles '96 displays her Senior Project
in the lobby of Alter Hall for faculty and
fellow students to observe.

Dr. Ron Slepitza honors Michele Tucker '96 at
the Honor's Day Celebration in the spring.
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Around Campus

Above: Many professors can be found in
Hinkle Hall which housed many offices.
As a result, the landscape surrounding the
building tends to be the setting for many
professor-student conversation.
Above right: Though the cafetaria is a
student eating place, a small number of
faculty and staff tend to enter the establishment and join the student body.

Above: Dr. Melanie Blackwell of the Economics Department showed her talent as
a catcher during the Senior Week SeniorFaculty softball game.

94 . ACADEMICS

Theology
Arthur J. Dewey
Professor--Theology, Chair
AB, MDiv, ThD

C. Walker Gollar
Assistant Professor--Theology
PhD

Brennan R. Hill
Professor--Theology
STL,MA,PhD

Paul F. Knitter
Professor--Theology
AA,BA, ThD

William Madges
Associate Professor--Theology
HAB,MA,PhD

Fred Shaw, of the Shawnee tribe, talked
to the Xavier community about Native
American Theology.

THEOLOGY.
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"You will find, as you look back uyon your life,
the moments that stand out are the moments
when you have done thi115s for others."
~ HENRY DRUMMOND

Right: Club Day on the Mall provides
clubs with the opportunity to make themselves known to the student body. Stu·
dents are given the opportunity to join
any club they wish.

ORGANIZATIONS ·
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With everyone's hectic
. schedules, it is nearly
impossible to get everyone
together for group pictures
and what-not. The staff
apologizes to all the clubs
that are not pictured
in this year's Annual.
Amnesty

Front Row: Brendon Cull, Ben Shooner. Last Row: Tonya Rawe, Sarah
Reichard, Jenny Deines, Heather Stoltz.
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Around Campus

Below: Many Xavier upperclassmen live in the
Village apartments, making the location a popular site for club activities.

The Bad Asses: Kristen Frank, Tina Caputi, Carrie Caito, Emily Wilson, Christy Sheetz,
Mary Ellen Melle, Mary Kennedy, Emily Tuttle, Allison Hammer, Maureen Boyle,
Sarah Brugger, Ginger White, Rob Gibbons, Melissa McDonald, Courtney Kobets,
Beth Titas, Katie N aylon, and Brian Rothe.

Black Student Association

Dawn Yates speaks at the Antonio Johnson
Banquet.

Above: Kellye Harrison and Jennifer Jackson smile for the camera at the
Antonio Johnson Banquet. They listened to speakers, watched as fellow
classmates were given awards, and enjoyed a sit down dinner.

BSA ·
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Club Sports COuncil

Front Row: Trent Engbers, Mike Linhardt, Joe Leon, Pete Weimer,
Kevin Hastings, Dan Richards, Jeffrey Allman. Second Row: Amy
Downer, Daren Keenan, Phil Haddad, Brian McCarthy, D. Brian
White, Chris Koebbe, Jon Ralston.

100 ·
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Commuter Council
A panel of returning Xavier students talked
with freshmen commuters during Manresa to
ease fears and answer questions.

Graduate Assistants talk with commuter students during club day on the mall
and answer the numerous questions that come with a new year. The club also
offered a raffle and passed out helpful information.

Earthbread

Earthbread members participated in the second Annual Homecoming Parade. Their float
was constructed out of paper mache and feature
the Mother Earth.

Natasha Collins, Jenny Deines, Beth Curtis, Jonathon
Sherwood. Back Row: Erica Martin, Brian Zr~lek, Audrey Valiton,
Julia Weidmann, Elizabeth Cavallaro, Fr. Ben Urmston, S.J.

Front Row:

C OMMUTER C ouNc11/E ARTI-IBREAD ·
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LAPIS

LAPIS was one of the many clubs that participated in Shantytown on the mall. Some
clubs had difficulty with soggy ceilings caving in from the not-so-great weather.

Earthcare

EARTH
DAY
APRIL 22
Earthcare President, Dean Regas '96, spends time in the club's shanty
in order to raise awareness about homelessness.
Apologies go to the club who's group picture was taken, but did not turn out.

102 . EARTHCARE/LAPI S
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Men's Volleyball
As Editor-In-Chief, I would again like
to apologize to clubs such as the Men's
Volleyball team for not including their
picture in this edition of the Annual.
Pictures were few and far between and
this section is not an adequate
representation of Xavier due to
difficulties beyond our control.

Missketeer Dance Team

Front Row: Kara Krisak, Jaime Gray, Allison Jackowski, Krista Kiss. Second
Row: Kate Stahl, Amy Huffman, Jennie Voors, Tanya Niles, Mary Louis
Hartselle. Last Row: Jennie Kunz, Jennifer Clayton, Leah Kalonick, Jeanne
Cly, Loretta Breider.
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Musketeer Annual
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The Musketeer Annual Staff: Tim Bessler, Chad Engelland, Mark
McDonald, Aimee O'Brien, Laura Jackson, Matt Barker. Executive Staff
(clockwise): Beth Hofherr, Jenn Kraus, Misty Mitchell, Becky Ranallo,
Stephanie Royers, Luther Smith (advisor), Michele Tucker.

MUSKETEER ANNUAL ·
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Martial Arts

Instructor Rick Clark congratulates Club President Mike Linhardt on his advancement in
Martial Arts.

Front Row: Dave Forestafel, Adam Kennedy. Second Row: Ron Banaga,
Mike Linhardt, Eric Higgs, Darcie O'Grady, Chris Leach. Third Row:
Barry McCloughlin, Bill Boren.

MORE

Front Row: Bonnie Bastian, Mary Zachlin, Kenneth Nicholson, Mary Beth
Kazy, Shameka Jolliffe, Susan Lysaght. Back Row: D.oug Rischman, Nancy
Doherty, Brendon Cull.
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Mortar Board

Kelly Parmon '96 is on hand during club day on
the mall to answer questions and give out information to interested juniors.

First Row: Kelly Parman, Megan Stiens, Michele Hickey, Jessica Fonte, Cindi Alley,
Emily Russo, Kay Grobstein, Beth Hofherr, Gwynn Schoonmaker. Last Row: Joel
Zeugner, Dan Hambrook, Kim Bartus, Jennifer Borer, Teresa Shenouda, Alison
Wyszynski, Jenn Brenner, Brian Zralek, Danny Tjo, Pete Haverkos, Melanie Meyer,
Joel Tantalo.

Senior Board
'

Senior Board ofGovernors: Charles Fields, Jody Tenoever, Chris Branson,
Jill Foley, Dawn, Caleb Clarke.

MORTAR BOARD/SENIOR BOARD ·
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Student Government
Xavier University Shuttle Service is a new
safety feature on campus. The program was
enabled by the Department of Safety and Security and ?GA.

Front Row: Robert Schulmeister, Kevin Rodriguez, Hernial Kafle, Pete
Owendoff, vp, Father Hoff, Damon Jones, pres, Amy Johnston, vp, Kellye
Harrison, Leslie Jakel, Trent Haminger. Back Row: Matt Whitehead, Chad
Bhatti, Jeff Davis, Dawn Yates, Jesse Lyons, Glaisha Atkinstall, Jennifer
Jackson, Dave Yungbluth, Finley Timoney, Anthony Matera, Brian Kenney,
Melissa Verkamp, Carrie Luedde, Nora O'Keefe.

The Rifle Club is available for students who
like to compete on a more friendly level, but still
bring back the gold.

With the new Xavier cable system in place, students also have the opportunity to participate in
some of the programming shown through Brand X.

108 . STUDENT SENATE

Students For Life
The Student for Life Club had a variety of
functions this year, from having a baby shower
for teenage mothers to picketing abortion clinics.

The Students For Life Club

Swing Society

Jenn Brenner '96 and Dean Regas '96 swing the
night away at a Speak Easy swing dance set in
the '20s.

Left to Right: Angela Maier, Nick, Sayrah Lohrstorfer, Dean
Regis, Alison Wyszynski, Jenn Brenner.

STUDENTS FOR LIFE/SwIN G Soc1ETY ·
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WORTH
Take Back the Night was sponsored by WOR1H
in an attempt to increase awareness about date
rape occurances on campus.

WORTH: Beth Durepo, Kim Stover, Gina Barlotta, Megan Stiens, and
Shawn Smith.

Newswire

The Newswire Staff traveled to Washington
DC this year to take part in a journalism conference.

•

Front Row: Becky Ranallo, Virginia Suttcliff. Second Row: Meagan Miller,
Jason Beck, Hollie McRae, Patrick Ayers, Soren Baker, Jeff Davis, Pete
Holterman, Amy Helmes, Archie de Jesus.
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Around Campus
Below: Melissa McDonald, Courtney Kobets,
Emily Willson, Jen McArdle, and Courtney
Boston discuss Christmas wishes with Santa
Claus.

Above: Club activities, as well as those put on for Seniors, are a good
opportunity for friends to get together.

Crew

The men's varisty eight, consisting of Dan
Swyers '96, Pete Timler '98, Pete Haverkos '96,
Terrence Starkey '96, JJ Sanforth '97, Charlie
Straub '98, Jim DeSapri '96, and Hide Hayashi
'96, speed down the race course at the Head of
the Chattahoochee Regatta, held in Atlanta.

Front Row: John Wakelin, Beth Hofherr, Val Briones, Marella Crane, Beth Durepo, Arminda
Luma pis, Susan Knight, Katie Galligan, Melissa Smith. Second Row: Pete Haverkos, Julie Franz,
Susan Lysaght, Sonya Organ, Marisa Ferri, Shannon Ormond, Amy Mahanes, Stephanie Bobo,
Hide Hayahi. Third Row: Br John Schreck, Tony Steiritz, Dan Czerwonka, Will Ruschman,
Alison Wyszynski, Michelle Carlson, Becca Sanforth, Andy Frasco, Alison Blasko, Charlie
Straub. Last Row: Coach Gary Wayhoff, JJ Sanforth, Mike Riley, Christine Surdick, Jim DeSapri,
Pete Timler, Dan Swyers, Terrence Starkey.
C RE W.
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Fencing'

The Fencing team practices weekly to perfect
their skills.

----

The 1996 Xavier Fencing Club

Hockey
Delta

The Xavier Ice Hockey Club plays matches
against other colleges and universities throughout the season.

The 1996 Xavier Ice Hockey Team

112 · F ENCING/H
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Rugby

The 1996 Xavier Rugby Team

Habitat for Humanity

Chris Ostmann '99 works with fellow club
members to renovate run-down houses to be
used by members of the community.

The 1996 Habitat for Humanity Club

R UGBY/HABITAT FOR HUMANITY ·
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I UANTUMLEAP
'When I was you~ my ambition was to be one
ef the yeoyle who made a difference in this
world. My hoye still is to leave the world a
little bit better Jor my havi~ been here."
,__,JIM HENSON

Right: Many graduating seniors were dismayed to find the academic mall fenced
off and destroyed in April. No longer
was a student able to walk through what
had been home for four years to say goodbye.

SENIORS .
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DianaE.Abad
ArU
Lama N. Al Rawas
Pulllic :Relations

Cynthia A.Alley
Pullfic Relations

Geri B. Anderson
Athletic Training

Grace Anderson
Information S1JStemS

Kristin A.Anderson
Marketing

Michael S.Anderson
AdvertiHng

JulieK.Andres
EJementar1} Education

MarkJ.Augenstein
Ph1JUcS

Laura A. Bachman
HiStor1}

Jodyl. Ball
Natural Sciences

Christinel. Barleycorn
NnrSing

116 · A BAD- B ARLEYCORN

EileenG.Barron
Engl Uh

Kimberlyl. Bartus
Accounting

LisaA.Baur
BiolomJ

JacquettaP.Beane
Management

ToddD.Beck
Management

BethanneM. Beebe
Arts

MelissaK.Beeman
Pu.blh:: Relations

Jeanie A. Bender
Marketing

MichelleK. Berger
Uiolog1J

Jennifer A.Berning
E)emen tary Eduoatlon
TimothyS. Bessler
Arts

JohnT. Bielecki
[rhnlnal Jultloe

B ARRON- BI ELECKI
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James L. Bjrdsong
Elementary Education

AnthonyJ. Bohman
Natural Sciences

LisaM.Bohnett
Biology
MarkE. Bojanowski
!?lnance
Jenn if er L. Borer
PSychology

CourtneyE. Boston
Advertmng
Kenneth S. Bowles
!?lnance
MaureenT.Boyle
Elementary Education

118 · B IRDSONG- B OYLE

Below: Dave Yungbluth '96 lays a big fat wet one
on Pete Owendoff '95 during dinner at the Antonio Johnson Awards Banquet.

JeanetteM.Brandt
Athletic Iralnlng

Christopher J. Branson
Entrepreneurial Btudle5

Teri M. Bredemeier
Marketing

LeslieN. Breitenstein
Elementar1} Education

JenniferR. Brenner
Blo)Og1}

AnneM.Broderick
Biolog1J

KarenJ. Broering
Marketing

Erin D. Browne
Natural Science&

MarkP. Broxterman
Information S1JStemS

Sarah E. Brugger
Pun11c Relations

James E. Burner
uneraJ RrU

JulieC. Burridge
Biolog1J

BRANDT-BU~RIDGE · 119

Carrie A. Busemeyer
NurSing

John.A.Bush
[riminall Justice

CarrieC. Caito
Organizatlonall [omm.

ChristinaA.Caputi
Ellementar1} Education

MelissaM.Carr
Ph1JSicS

Jenniferl.Cass
sociall Work

Molly B. Cassidy
[riminall JuStice

Nathan D. Cherry
l?'inance

Michael E. Childers
PS1Jchollog1}

DouglasP.Chimenti
[riminall JuStlce

AndrewJ. Chismar
AdvertiSing

YonghoChung
Marketing

120 · B USEMl:YER-CHON G

CalebJ.Clarke
Puntic Relations
Tonia D. Clouse
PS11choloo11
ChristopherD.Colleary
Pun11c Relation&

Kelly A.Conkey
!?lne Arts

James N. Conniff
Biollog1}
JulieM.Cook
HUtor11

MichaelT.Costello
Natural Science&
StephanieM.Courtright
[rhninan JuStice
Adam B. Cousins
Electronic Media

CarrieE.Creighton
Electronic Media
Duane A. Crocker
AdvertiSing
Cheri L. Crouch
Biollog11

TimothyP.Dailey
International Affairs

Michael D. Dake
Hi5tor1:1

LydiaM. Dane
SpaniSh

Theresa L. Davis
Pul:Jllic Relations
StefanieJ. Day
PS1Jcho A001:1

James W. DeSapri
SpaniSh

Elizabeth M. Delaney
EngiiSh

MarkV. Delaney
l?inance

MargaretM.Dent
Arts

Shannon M. Dickie
Biollog1:1

Lisa M. Digiorgio
EngiliSh

Michael D. Di Nicola
PS1:1chollog1:1
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Below: The Ladies of 1915 Hudson gather on their
way out for an evening together. These ladies were so
frequently seen in each other's presence that they
were known by this aforementioned group name.

DavidJ. Dobelhoff
Marketing

Erin M. Doyle
PS1Joholog1}

AprilM.Drake
Marketing

EricJ. Driscoll
l?inanoe

BenjaminJ. Dunlap
AdvertUlng

Charles A. Ed rich
Marketing

DarleneE. Eismann
NurUng

Christian M. End
H1Joholog1}

D oBELHoFF- E ND ·
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JackW. English Ill
[hem.lea! Science

A. Catherine Evans
Athletic Iralnlng

Sharon Farissier
Marketing

Aarionnel.Farmer
Accounting

PriscillaFeghali
Nat uraJ Sciences

MichaelD.Fesman
Eng) Uh

RobertP. Fiedeldey,Jr.
[hem.Utr~

Charles S. Fields
Organizational [om.m..

Laura E. Finl in
Accounting

Jill M. Foley
Engl Uh

JessicaM.Fonte
PS~cholog~

JenniferR. Ford
EngllSh

124 . E NGLISH- F ORD

AnnF.Fox
11lnance

Kristen E. Frank
Mon teHoi-1·Eduoa tlon

Susan M. Franke
HiStorll

Janell al. Franklin
socio log~
BretM. Frankovich
Po)I t ioa) SOiano e

Jayson L. Gale
Elementar~

Education

JenniferL. Garner
Organtzatlonal Comm..

Jodil.Garrison
RdvertiHng

Jenn ifer A. Gerdeman
Pullllo Relations

Heather A. Gilbert
MonteS~o1•l

Eduoatlon

MarkA.G..irard
Advertillng

JeremyT.Glauber
Biology

Fox-GL~UBER · 125
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Below: Leslie Jakel '96 and Pete Owendoff '95
toast the beginning of Senior Week and an open
bar at the faculty I student softball game.
Katherine A.Gleason
EJem.entar1) Education

JasonT.Gloyd
l?lnance

W. Douglas Godby
[rhulnal JuStlce
KeelyM.Gray
Pl1JChO)Og1J

HollyM.Graziani
Natural Sciences

BrianC.Griffith
Polltloal Bolence
Jenniferl. Griffith
Elem.entar1) Education
TeresaE.Griffith
Bto)Og1J

12 6 . G LEASowG RIFFITH

Katherine Y.Grubstein
Biology

Johnl.Guminey
[rhn.lnal JuStloe

DanielW. Ham brook
Natural SolenoeS

Allison M. Hammer
EJeotronlo Media

Erin K. Hanley
PhiloSophy

Andrea L. Hannon
Organizational [omm.

Michael G. Han peter
E)eotronlo Media

MatthewC. Hans
Honors R.B.

Kristyl. Hardwick
PS1JohoIog1}

AndrewT. Has brook
Organlza t Ional [omm.

Peter J. Haverkos
MathematioS

GrantJ. Haviland
Biolog1}

GRUBSTE I N- H AV I LAND.
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HideharuHayashi
EntrepreneuriaU studies

R. Douglas Hayes
Eiectronlc Media

Joseph E. Heaton
PS~choBog~

AmyE.Helmes
Eng) Uh

Christiana A. Hendrickson
Sports Marketing

MarkR. Henestofel
Accounting

Jennifer Hentz
Bio log~

Jody K. Herdtner
Elem.en tar~ Education

Jennifer A. Hermann
HIS tor~

Diane E. Herzog
Natural Sciences

Melissa L. Heyd i nger
Accounting

MicheleM.Hickey
Elementar~

Education
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AndrewR. Hill
Ph1)SicS

Eric M. Hoffmeister
Ph1JSicS

AngelaD.Holland
Bi0Joo11

EmilyE.Horsley
Health Education

Carla L. Howard
Information S1JStemS

StephanieN.Huff
H11choloo11

Elisabeth L. Hughes
EngliSh

April D. Hunter
Natural Sciences

MatthewR.Huser
AdvertiSing

Midorilinuma
Economics

LauraC.Jackson
EngliSh

LeslieD.Jakel
Information 81JStemS

H1u-JAKEL ·
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JacobJ.Johnson
Managem.en t

Kelli AJ<alberer
Eng)Uh

Jay B. A. Kalegayan
NurUng

ElizabethM.Kalsch
Marketing

StanleyJ. Kaniecki Ill
Mathematics

Michaele. Kaniewski
[rim.Ina) JuStlce

Yukiko Kawashima
socio log~

MarkJ. Keiner
Entrepreneurial studies

Kevin A. Kerber
Natura) Science I

MarkD. Kersting
MuUc

ChristopherS. Kiefer
Phl)oSoph~

Amyl.Kissner
Marketing
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Below: Melanie Meyer '96, Liz Kalsch '96, Jen Kraus
'96, and Deb Schindhelm '96 gather to consume
beverages before going to the Boat Dance during
Senior Week.

BryanJ. Klich
Biolog~

Karenl.Klug
Pun110 Relations

ToddE.Knollman
111nance
Courtneyl. Kobets
Socia) Work
Alison M. Koch
Natural BclanceS

Christopher J. Koebbe
Natural BclanceS
James E. Koss off
unaral Arts
Andras A. Kovach
Nat uraJ BclanceS

KucwKovACH · 131

MatthewE. Krasinski
l?inance

JenniferL Kraus
Accounting

Kristen A. Krysmalski
PS13chol og13

AmyM. Ksiezopolski
social Work

KimberlyM. Kuchenbuch
Elementar13 Education

Heathers. Kunkel
German

Bobbie L. Kyle
social Work

AmyM.Lang
Engl Uh

Erin 8. Laurence
EngiiSh

AndrewM. Laverghetta
l?inance

PamelaH.Leahigh
Electronic Media

Margaret L. Leder
EngBiSh

132 · K RASINSKI - LEDER

MatthewJ. Leigh
Accounting

Diane E. Lennon
MuSlc Education

Joseph R. Leon
Natural Sciences

AmyK.Levek
Acnountlng

MichaelA. Liderbach
Theology

Christopher A. Lieb
Natural Science&

NicolettaA. Lingrosso
Advertmng

KirkA. Liskiewitz
Accounting

MichaelJ. Lohman
Marketing

Roberts. Lo Paro
Hychology

AnthonyR. Luckhardt
l?'inance

Nicole A.Lung
HioloO}j

LEIGH-LUNG .
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Below: Double-fisting in style are Mark Watson
'96 and Joe Leon '96 at the 1996 Senior Ball, a
black-tie affair no senior will forget.
Charles M. Lynch
MathematloS

Carolyn S. Maier
MonteHorl Eduoatlon

AndrewM. Mancini
Aooountlng
Michael A. Maniaci
Eleotronlo Media
JannetteM. Marois
Natural so lenoeS

EricaJ. Martin
Elementar11 Eduoatlon

JenniferMcArdle
Eleotronlo Media

ChristineM. McCabe
[rlmlnal JuStlce
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LYNCH-MCCABE

BrianJ. McCarthy
Political Science

Brian Mccrary
Electronic Media

MelissaM. McDonald
Pun11c Relations

Megan E. McGrail
NurUng

BarryF.Mclaughlin
[hemUtrlJ

Carole A. McPhillips
AdvertlHng

Kathleen A. McSwiggin
MuUc Educat Ion

MatthewM. Meade
Human ReSourceS

Kevin S. Meadors
PSlJchologlJ

Mary E. Melle
NurSlng

AngelaM. Menkhaus
Natural Sciences

Melanie E. Meyer
Human ReSourceS

McCARTHY-MEYER·
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ChristinaA. Miller
Management

Megan E. Miller
~.

BloJog1}

MichaelJ.Miller
AdvertlSlng

Misty A.Mitchell
EJemen t ar11 Edu cat Ion

Michelle R. Morris
l?lnance

Michael D. Mulcahey
Athletic Training

MatthewB.Mull
Accounting

Nicolas A. Munne
Management

Kristen A. Nadler
[hem1Str11

Mary K. Naylon
EJemen t ar11 Edu cat Ion

ErinE.Neil
PS11cho)Og1}

M. Ellen Neu
NurUng

13 6 . M ILLER-NEU

Jasq ueli ne M. Newton
Management

TanyaN.Niles
Natural Sciences

Jennifer A. Nill
Eng)ISh

Daniel P. Nocella
[riminal JuStice

Darrin E. Nye
[riminal JuStice

JessicaM.O'Brien
PS1Jcholog1}

MihoOkita
l?'inance

Ann-MarieO'Reilly
Pul:llic Relations

JulieM.Ortiz
Elementar1} Education

Rodney Ortiz
l?'inance

Steven R. Ostmann
l?'inance

Heidi M. Pacella
Marketing

N EWTON- P ACELLA·
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Elizabeth A. Padberg

Elleutroniu Media
Breu·e. Palmer
Management

ArvaP. Parker
Information S1JStem.S

KellyJ. Parman
Honor& A.H.

ChristopherM. Pease
Accounting

TashawaO.Perrin
social Work

Margaret L. Peters
Biolog1J

MelissaM.Pflum
Management

AndrewW. Place
Marketing

Brian A. Planicka
Accounting

Kevin M. Podgorski
Honors A.B .

PartickJ. Pugliese
EngliSh
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Below: Chris Branson '96, Caleb Clarke '96,
Holly Schnapf '97, and Amy Johnston '97 live it
up during Karaoke Night at the Woods during
Senior Week.
ConstantineS. Regas
HU tor}}

SarahC. Reichard
Bio log}}

Kara C. Rhodes
PuDJic Relations

Jeremy K. Rickert
Blolog}J

Kevin Riley
PuDlic Relations

DelianaRivera
PS1Jcholog}J

WilliamJ. Roberson
Eng)iSh

KevinO.Rodriguez
Elementar}J Education
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Federico L. Roe
Marketing

Kristina S. Rolf sen
Elementar1) Ei:lucatlon

AstaM.Roques
Economics

Nicolel. Rosenkranz
H1Jcholog1J

KristinN.Rotte
Marketing

StephanieM. Royers
111nance

EmilyRusso
Elementar1) Education

Adrienne A. Rychlicki
Engl Uh

Niccole R. Sadowski
Economics

KazunoriSato
Arts

James D. Schade
111nance

KatieA.Schildmeyer
Elementar1) Education
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MauriceSchi Iton
Accounting

Deborahl.Schindhelm
Elementar~

Education

Richard M. Schindler
Engl Uh

Paul E.Schmeltzer
Mathematics

Lori M. Schmidlin
Elem.en tar~ Education

M. Kathleen Schmitt
PutJJlc Relations

ElizabethO.Schmitz
Education

MichaelJ.Schomaker
Organizational [omm.

Gwynne. Schoonmaker
Natural Sciences

StephanieM.Schuckman
Entrepreneurial BtudleS

AdamF.Seibel
[rlm.lnal JuStlce

JessicaD.Sheets
Elementar~

Education
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Below: Michele Hickey '96, Kim Bartus '96, Julie
Andres '96, and Jessica Fonte '96 crowd into the
kitchen of their Village apartment 5.
Heather A. Sheidler
MonteSSort Education

Teresa A. Shenouda
Bio Jog~

KelliM.Shick
Social Work
TammyS. Shidler
BioJog~
BrianJ. Shircliff
Iheolog~

Scotts. Shirk
Accounting
LeighAnnShivener
HU tor~
Amyl.Siefring
Education

EJementar~
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ViktoriaSigal
Marketing

Joyl.Smith
PS~cholog~

Kelly A. Smith
MonteHorl Education

Thomas W. Smyth
[hemlcaJ Science

ChristopherG. Staat
Mathematic&

Courtneyl.Stables
Marketing

Jill M. Stanforth
Mathematics

TerrenceJ. Starkey
[rlmlnal Jultlce

BrianW.Stemen
EngllSh

DouglasW.Stern
Pun11c Relations

Beverley A. Stevenson
DennisW.Strotman
Athletic Iralnlng

SrcAt-STROTMAN ·
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PatrickJ. Sucher
Marketing

WilliamR.Sullivan
l?'inance

AnthonyE. Svoboda
[ompu t er Science

Addiel.Swain
Electronic Media

Aaron D. Swink
Information S1)StemS

DanielJ.Swyers
Ph1)HcS

Michael F. Synan
Marketing

Joel M. Tantalo
Po}tttcal Science

Marvinl. Tarry
Recounting

TimothyC. Tate
PS1Jcholog1}

ShirleyM. Taylor
HUtor11

ChristopherM. Tebbe
H1Stor11
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JodyM. Tenoever
Organizational [om.in.

Brian A. Tent
Ph1)SicS

Nicole A. Thobe
Natural sciences

BrentJ. Thompson
Biolog1}

Elizabeth F. Titas
Pu.tJlic Relations

Daniel C. Tjo
~inance

JenniferJ. Torline
[hem.Utr1}

David A.Trifiletti
Management

Dallas A. Trinkle
Ph1JUcS

Michele A. Tucker
Natural Sciences

EmilyJ. Tuttle
Li.tJeral RrU

A.James Uhler
HUtor1J
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ToddM.Uhlman
Information S1JStemS

DavidC. Ungerman
Organiza t Iona) [omm.

Jennifer A. Urbanek
Marketing

Lisa Marie Vacanti
Socia) Work

JuanC. Valdivielso
~inance

TakeshiWakai
Advertmng

John K. Wakelin Ill
Phi)oSoph1J

MarkD. Watson
Athletic Iralnlng

Peter A. Weimer
Marketing

Noah C. Weiss
Political Science

AlexisJ. Wesley
MuSic

JosephW. Westmeyerlll
Accounting
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Below: Betsy Guerity '97 and Mike Liderbach
'96 are looking fine as they are just about to head
out to the Homecoming dance.
JaniceC. Whaley
P&1Jcholoo1J

M. GingerWhite
Political Science

KristenC. Wilbur
International BuSineH

Thomasl. Williams
IA'rW

Emily A. Wilson
Economics

PatrickT. Winkler
IBGS
MarkM. Withee
AdvertiSing

NeilT. Witsken
PS1Jcholog1}
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GregoryR. Wojtkiewicz
Ph1JSiCS

JeffreyK.Woods
Marketing

ElizabethA. Woytowich
AdverttHng

Alison R. Wyszynski
Marketing

ThomasD. Vannessa
PS1Jcholog1}

David A. Yungbluth
Accounting

MaryY .Zachlin
Occupational Iherap1)

JamesJ.Zettler
Natural sciences

JoelA.Zeugner
[rhnlnal Justice

AmieT.Zimmerman
Monte5Sori Education

PeterJ.Zingraf
!?'inance

BrianJ.Zralek
PS1Jcholog1}
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KennanC.Abbo
PS11cholog11
ChristopherM. Hatgas
l?'inance

ChristopherT.Smith
PS11cholog11
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Below: Tony Luckhardt '96, Dave
Kopser '96, Todd Knollman '96,
and Jen Kraus '96 spend time together as the academic year draws
to a close.

Left: The arches of Alter Hall have
always been a symbol of Xavier
University. The spring of 1996
brought the arches down for good
as a result of the construction and
an designers brilliant idea. The
Seniors would disagree with the
amount of brilliance!

These are days you '11 remember
Never before and never since, I promise,
will the world be warm as this.
And as you feel it,
you'll know•H's true that you are blessed and lucky.
It's true that you are touched by something
that will grow arid bloom in you.
These are day;s you '11 remember.
When May is rushing over you with desire
to be part of the miracles you see in every hour.
You'll know it's true that you are blessed and lucky.
It's true tliat you are touched by so ething
that wiWgrow and bloom in you.
These are 'ij~ys.
These are days you .m ight fill with laughter until you
break.
These days you might feel a shaft of light
make its· way across,your face.
And when you do
you'll know how it was meant to he.
See the signs and know their mearu'ng.
It's true, y;pu'll kno)V how it was meanUo be.
Hear the signs and·know they're speaking to you;
to you.

• ••••••••••••••

Above: James Uhler '96 will always be remembered for his animated personality and outgoing
personality.
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Right: Mary Ellen Melle '96 and
Rob Gibbons '96 poise for the
camera never to imagine that it
would turn up in the yearbook.

'Wliat Memories .9Lre Made Of

F

or the class of 1996,
today we rernm1sce
about the past four
years. Who can forget the anticipation and uncertainty we
experienced when we first arrived as freshmen?
For many, we moved away
from horne--sorne even fortunate enough to get the
Norwood Quality Inn or the
basement of Bellarrnine
Chapel! Thernernoriesofsnowball fights behind Kuhlman,
Dana's NOT letting us in, and
Manresa's Playfair all bring
fond recollections.
As sophomores, our foolish wisdom brought us more
new experiences--rnaybe even
our second change of major.
We saw Dana's close its doors
and Torn Deluca was even
more hilarious the second
time around.
Junior year brought us the
search for the perfect intern-

ship, while many friends finally turned 21. We watched
Pete depart as Skip came
home.
Senior year brought on a
combination of stress and excitement that just barely balanced one another. Whether it
was interviewing for the 'perfect' job or applying to the 'perfect' graduate school, responsibilities abounded.
Dana's finally reopened
and let us in. Fires and snow
kept us in our beds as we
counted down the days to
graduation. Through it all, we
rnadernistakesandlearned that
we had not only grown up, but
we had also grown closer together.
Above: Marcie, Michele, and Jody
smile for the camera at the White
House.

Left : Who will ever forget the closing and re-opening of Dana's?
M EMORI ES ·
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Seniors Party YL{{ 'Week_

T

hough the greatly anticipated canoe trip
was cancelled due to
high, rough waters, Senior
Week was a great success.
The week began on Friday evening when many
celebrated the end of finals
week at Dana's. Those who
were up to it the next day
attended The Kentucky
Derby with friends and even
family.
Many students braved
The Beast at Kings Island on
Sunday afternoon and then
celebrated Cinco De Mayo
aboard the "stationary"
riverboat. We will always
remember the boat dance
that never left the dock!
Monday brought the
much anticipated Senior I
Faculty Softball Game and
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Picnic. The annual game
was held with plenty of food
and refreshments for all.
The evening found Seniors
at a Retro Party where bell
bottoms and boogy shoes
made an appearance.
A Pub Crawl through
Mt. Adams, Karaoke at the
Woods, and a golf scramble
were all favorites. The Black
Tie Senior Ball concluded a
week of laughs and fond
memories.
Above: Many, Seniors got all
decked out for the Retro dance. It
was a time to laugh at the various
memories different people have of
the '70s.

Right: Talents previously unknown were displayed during
Karaoke at the Woods. Few will
forget this amazing sight!

•••••••••••••••

y wake, you've not that much at stake
or I have plowed the seas & smoothed the troubled waters
Come along let's have some fun, the hard work has been done
We'll barrel roll into the sun, just f r starters

Left : Students go crazy on the
dance floor at the Boat Dance. The
boat didn't leave the dock, but
many had so much fun (or beverages) that they didn't even notice.

Below: Joe Wagner makes a surprise appearance at the Senior Ball
to share in the festivities with all
his Xavier friends.

Just for startei , barometer is my soup
I'm descended from a deck hand on a sloop
travel on the song lines that only dreamers see
Not known for predictability
Come and follow in y wake, you've not that much at stake
or we have plowed the seas & smoothed the troubled waters
Come along let's have some fun, seems our work is done
We'll barrel roll into the sun,*just for starters
Sail the main course in a simple sturdy craft
Keep her well stocked with short stories and long laughs
Go fast enough to get there, bu s ow enough to see
Moderation seems to be the key
Constantly searching, Oh m eyes have seen some horizons
And I've crossed the oceans, For more than just thrills
No, I'm not the first, Won't be the last
You lust for the future, But treasure the past
--Jimmy

Left: Mike Synan '96 (also known
as Crotch) and Dom Adiutori'96
share the spirit of a Red Dog at the
Senior Ball.

Above: The faculty once again humiliated the Seniors at the annual
softball game. Some faculty were
debating whether it was because
they played better ball or held their
alcohol better.

FRIENDS .
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Below: Pat Pugliese '96 enjoys a
night at the Woods during Senior
Week.

Right: Dr. Seuss makes an appearance at the Senior Ball as a Senior's
alter-personality.

Friendship · priceless gift
That can't be bought or sold,
It's value is far greater
Than mou i m de of gol
If you should ask God or a gift
Be tliankful if he send
Not diamonds, pearls, or riches
But the love and trust offriends.

Above: PeteWeimer'96,MattHans
'%,Kevin Rodriguez '96, and Dave
Yungbluth '96 put on their best
duds for the Senior Golf Outing.
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Right: Angela Miller '95 and Tim
Bessler '96 enjoy the Boat Dance
with the Class of 1996 even though
the boat never left the dock.

Left: Chris Koebbe '96 prepares to
set the volleyball during the Senior/
Faculty picnic .
Above: Pam Leahigh '96 boogies all

Far Above: Chris Branson '96 takes
advantage of a slow song at the
Senior Ball. All of Chris's hard
work was instrumental in making
Senior Week a success.

night long in her '70s costume at the
Retro dance.
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'Il1e Moment 'We've .9L[['Been
'Waiting ~or--(jraduation

A

s we say goodbye,
we close a short
chapter of our lives.
More importantly, we open another one. It is time for us to
enter the real world. We have
learned to balance our feet on
the ground and we have
learned to use our power to
move.
For the rest of our lives,
we now have the knowledge to
start businesses, to heal others,
to move people with literature
or art, to ponder decisions ethically & logically, and to teach
minds to flower.
For each of us, being part
of the Xavier family has meant
something a little different. We
each have created our own
Xavier experience, though we
will all have similar memories
to cherish.
Xavier has given us the

15 6 . SENIORS

foundation; we all have heads
full of knowledge, hearts that
remind us to make ethical
choices, and we have the determination to succeed. Now, we
must take this foundation and
use it to experience the world
and all that it has to offer.
We are about to leave here
and push on toward our destinies. whatever they may be.
What we have in our favor is
that we are all Xavier graduates. Whatwegainfromthatis
our choice.
The previous words were taken from valedictory addresses written by Xavier students.

Above: James Uhler '96 shares this
special moment with friends and
family .

Right: Brett Palmer '96 catches up
on his reading during the captivating
speeches of the day.

Left: Balloons fell from the ceiling
as Fr. Hoff announced the newest
group of Xavier alumni.

Left: Sarah Wagner was chosen as
Xavier's 1996 Class Valedictorian.
She spoke of the class's past accomplishments and future challenges.

Below: Many graduates found inventive ways to pass the time and
stay awake during the ceremony.

Above: Mike Liderbach and Pam
Leahigh remember all the good
times over the past four (or five)
years.

GRADUATION .
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TRAIGHT TO THE HEART
"Don't walk in front ef me I may not follow.
Don't walk behind m_e I may not lead.
walk beside me and just be my friend."
~ ALBERT CAMUS

Opposite page : Xavier created a new look
when Ledgewood closed ' to construct the
Residenti al Mall. Tho ugh the decision
initially caused a community outcry, many
agree tha t the end result is we ll worth the
inconveni ence .
Right: One of the biggest events in <jncinnati is Ta ll S tacks. The rive r boats
a ttract to urists from all over.

COMM UN I TY r
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In Our J-learts-.9Lrouncf Campus-:From <Ifie 'Wor[cf--

Above: Senior week was a
time that many Seniors
showed their alter-personalities. Fred Flinstone made
anappearanceatthe Woods
to sing Karoke.
Above Right: Tim Bessler
'96 and Angela Miller '97
show their bunny ears for
all to see as Brian Zralek '96
looks on.
Far Right: Betsy Guerity '97
shows her sister and another friend all about college life during Little Sibs
Weekend .

Right: Chris Colleary '96
enjoys a unique, one-ofa-kind boat dance--where the
boat never left the dock .
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Persona[ ~riencfsliip .9Lcfs
Thanks everyone for making the past four
years so memorable (esp. Craig, Jody, Tanya,
Kelly, Marci, Erin & Stephanie). It has been
great and I'll miss you all.
--Michele

Tim B, Michael D & Dave Y,Knowing you all,
you will always get what you want, you will
always get what you need, but you can never
get what you deserve ... Thanks for everything.
--Damon

To the Boys of Apartment 36--Thanks for the
laughter and the love. Tim--Thank-you for
always being there, for your support, your
friendship, and your understanding. MikeCongratulations! Thanks for the tickle fights
and the late nights. I look forward to many
adventures and lots of fun in the years to
come.
--Betsy (The Bos)

The last four years have been one he** of a
roller-coaster ride. The girl who moved into
Brockman 2 is not the same one moving out of
Village 6. To everyone who was in on that
change, I give my thanks. I'll never forget
Post-Its, Chicken alarms & DQ! Mom Debbie,
Matthew Ryan, Misty Wayne & Tim--my life
would've never been the same without you.
--Stephanie

Congratulations Class of 1996!
Brian Z, Thank-you for your love & friendship
You will be missed!
the past 3 years! You're in my heart forever.
Visit Often!
--Jamie
--Dr. Luther G. Smith
Dave and Tony--you are the two best buds a
girl could have. I love you both dearly.
Jimmy L, Chris 0, Alan D & Charles F, not John--you will always be my Foley's Stud.
everyone can do Xavier, but you did. Stay Stephanie--thanks for being there--Post-Its!
strong and always reach for the stars! Thanks
--Jenn
for the love! God Bless.
--DamonJ.

Stephanie, Never forget the special feeling
that Kairos gave you. It will last a lifetime.
May our friendship grow on the path God
chose for us to follow--"Friends."
--Jamie

Keeninn
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I

t was a match between two players vying
for the top position in women's tennis. On
September 9, 1995, Germany's Steffi Graf
emerged as #1 as she beat Monica Seles in New
York to win her fourth U.S. Open title. In spite
of her defeat on the tennis court, Seles feels
like a victor of sorts. This loss was the first in
a dozen matches that marked her inspired
return after a two-year absence. Seles had
been stabbed in the back by a deranged fan.

I

n 1939, Yankee Lou Gehrig retired after
having appeared in 2,130 consecutive
games, an accomplishment that surely
would never be equalled. On September 6,
1995, Cal Ripken Jr. not only equalled it--he
surpassed it! Ripken took the field as he had
done in every Orioles game since May 30,
1982. Fireworks exploded and cameras flashed
as the fans stood and cheered for Ripken.
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T

he Cleveland Indians and the Atlanta
Braves squared off in the first World
Series in two years. This was, perhaps,
the first between teams with politically incorrect nicknames. The Braves won the Series in
six games, after taking a two-games-to-none
lead in their home park.

D

espite playing nowhere near their
best, the Dallas Cowboys won their
third Super Bowl in four seasons on
January 18, 1996, beating Pittsburgh 27-17.
With this win, the Cowboys placed themselves in elite company. No team has gotten
that many Super Bowl titles in such a short
span.

COMMUNITY ·
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f f The sight you see before you ... was impossible, was unthinkable just three years
ago," Israel's Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
told those present at the East Room of the
White House. The "sight" was the September
28, 1995, signing of an act between Israel and
the PLO that would end Israel's military occupation of West Bank cities and lay the foundation for a Palestinian state.

P

rime Minister Yitzhak Rabin was shot
to death on November 4, 1995, mo- ·
.
ments after telling cheering thousands
that "people really want peace." Rabin was a
war hero who became a peacemaker. Worl~
leaders from President Clinton to Yasser Arafat
reacted with sorrow and outrage, declaring
that the peace process would continue.
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Congratulations

Stephanie!
Thank-you for
your dedication
to the Xavier

yearbook.
You're the best!
-Doug Vice, Jostens

"Dude"

"Old Buddy,
OldBudd"

~~

y

Z/c:_

·

jlJl"

"J
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"Holey Moley"

For 30 years, you have played an important role at
Xavier, not to mention the years you were a student
here (Class of '56).
Many things will stand out in our minds and in our
hearts when we think of you. You know your stuff,
remember an unbelievable amount of names, are
always willing to share a smile and a joke, and hoard
an unbelievable amount of "everything."
No one can compare, no one would even come close.
You will be missed dearly by those who have gone
before, by those who are leaving as you do, and by
those who who will be left behind. Bah...

Donald Isphording
Bursar 1966_1996

~

~

--~~

<-.66~[

"GetYourCardPunched"

~"Six Lashes With A Wet Noodle"

·

~'tcq,

"Screaming 88s"

")
"WhyMe·Lord?"

I

n September, 1995,ColinPowellembarked
on a cross-country book tour to promote
his autobiography, "My American Journey." Powell, 58 years old, is the former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the first African-American person to hold that position. He
rose to fame through his leadership in the
Persian Gulf war.

T

his summer it seemed as though Hootie
and the Blowfish were playing every
time you turned on the radio. The fourman rock group that seemed to come out of
nowhere and dominate did not go unnoticed
on the video scene. Hootie won an MTV
award as best new artist for their video,
"Hold My Hand." The presentation was made
at the 12th annual MTV Video Music Awards
held in September 1995 at Radio City Music
Hall in New York.
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T

he leader of the Grateful Dead is gone.
JerryGarcia,co-founderof rockmusic's
the Grateful Dead, died of a heart attack while in a drug rehabilitation center in
suburban San Francisco. The guitarist, composer and singer passed away on August 9,
1995, just eight days after his 53rd birthday.

I

t was Hillary Clinton's first visit to China,
and she made it a memorable one. In a
speech to the United Nation's Fourth
World Conference on Women, the first lady
took on the world. The conference platform
called for measures to alleviate women's poverty, and improve health care, job opportunities and education.
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Chad Bhatti'98 relaxes
with friends around the
dorms. Chad was one of
the few underclassmen
who were able to "legally"
enjoy the weekends.

Nick Schnee '97, Mike
Fiedler '97, and Chris
Leach '97 smile for the camera before heading out to a
Xavier dance.

Carly Smith '97 and Brian
Shircliff '96 spent quality
time with friends as graduation weekend approaches
and some will be forced to
say goodbye.
Kim Ensminger '97 smiles
for the camera as she prepares for a night out on the
town.
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AMERICAN
FINANCIAL
GROUP
IS A HOLDING COMPANY
WITH MAJOR SUBSIDIARIES
ENGAGED IN PROPERTY
AND CASUALTY INSURANCE,
ANNUITY PROGRAMS,
FOOD PRODUCTS OPERATIONS,
TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING.

AMERICAN FINANCIAL GROUP
ONE EAST FOURTH .STREET
CINCINNATI, OHIO
45202

T

he news was terrible: an Amtrak train
derailed while crossing a trestle in a
remote desert region of Arizona, 55
miles southwest of Phoenix. One person was
killed and more than 70 were injured. A letter
found at the scene raised fears that the derailment was the work of anti-government terrorists, although experts in the field were unfamiliar with the signature.

O

n the evening of October 4, 1995, Hur- ·
ricane Opal came ashore on Florida's
Gulf Coast, packing sustained winds_
of 125 miles per hour. Before it was through,
the storm had killed at least 20 people in four
states and caused at least $1.8 billion in damages to insured properties, making it the thirdcostliest storm in U.S. history.
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O

n September 5, 1995, France resumed
underground nuclear testing when it
detonated a device under a remote
atoll in the South Pacific. Worldwide protests
preceded the nuclear test, and criticism from
the world followed it.

D

espite continued NATO air strikes and
U.N. peace efforts, the conflict in the
former Yugoslavia rages on, with no
letup in sight. More than 200,000 people have
been killed or are missing since the fighting
began in Bosnia.

C OMMUNITY .
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O

n April 19, 1995, a car bomb exploded
in Oklahoma City, destroying the
Alfres P. Murray Federal Building
and killing scored of men, women, and children. Shortly after the explosion, Timothy
McVeigh, a Gulf War veteran, was arrested for
carrying a concealed wapon. Two days later,
he was recognized as one of the bombing
suspects and was charged. His trial is pending.

O

n October 3, 1995, the long-running, _
real-life soap opera played its final
episode. In "the trial of the century,"
0.J. Simpson was acquitted in the June 12,
1994, stabbing murder of his former wife~
Nicole Brown Simpson, and her friend, Ron
Goldman. In a statement made soon after his
acquittal, Simpson vowed he would dedicate
his life to a search for the real killers.
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5131731-6600
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~CONVERTORS, INC.
1730 CLENEAY AVE.
CINCINNATI, OH 45212

CELEBRATE

WITH GOOD
TASTE!
Norwood 631-0226

Damon Jones
'97 celebrates
his 21st birthday at Dana's
with friends.

MadisonRoad 871-2114

'Ifie, Afuskf,teer .9Lnnua[staff
would like to thank:

Gary Brenner
Damon Jones
Cathy Junker
Romeo Center

Greg Rust
Luther Smith
Doug Vice
Alison Wyszynski

and all of our contributers
for their support and/ or hard work this year.

'
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0

P

resident Bill Clinton entered the third
year of his term as no president has
done for 40 years--with a Republican
Congress. Although cautious in dealing with
the new Congress, Clinton has raised his profile and taken a firm stand on issues. He said
he would try to work with the Republicans on
their agenda, but would "no doubt" veto some
of their proposals.

T

he gathering in Washington, D.C. on
October 16, 1995, was tremendous.
Hundreds of thousands of AfricanAmerican men converged on the nation's
captial in response to the call from Louis
Farrakhan, the Nation of Islam's leader, to
rally for unity and brotherhood.

17 4 . COMM U NIT Y

O

n August 24, 1995, human rights activist Harry Wu set foot on American soil after being imprisoned in
China for 66 days. He was convicted on charges
of stealing state secrets and was sentenced to
15 years in prison. He had reserched and
filmed evidence of abuses in China's prison
labor camps. His efforts had resulted in
television documentaries that gained international attention.

F

or a few days, a religious man dominated the headlines. Pope John Paul II
visited the United States in early October 1995. Throughout his . visit, the pope
called for greater attention to the needs of
those less fortunate. ·

COMMUNITY'
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Co[opfwn
Expanding the Annual. ..
The 1996 Musketeer Annual was published by the Xavier Yearbook Staff and was printed by Joster
Publishing Company in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Mr. Doug Vice was the company representative
The 7.75x10.5 book was printed on 80# gloss paper in Palatine
typeface.
The cover has a staff designed embossed front lid. The basE
material is leather Forest Green with gold foil applied. The
grain is Mission and the backbone is blind embossed. The
concept "Expanding Horizons" was created in a brain-storming
staff session. The endsheets are black. The book is smyth-sewn
The press run for this 176-page volume totaled 600 copies.
The advisor to the staff was Dr. Luther Smith and th
Editor-in-Chief was Stephanie Royers. Several staff member
contributed copy for which bylines do not appear: sports·
Becky Ranallo Ken Nicholson and Pete Holterman, seniors·
Jenn Kraus & student life--Beth Hofherr, Matt Barker, Tit
Bessler, Amy Helmes, Laura Jackson, Aimee O'Brien, and Car]
Smith. Stephanie Royers completed the divider pages and the colophon. Mark McDonald and Cha
Engelland designed layouts and completed the opening. Misty Mitchell had the frustrating job of organizin
the community section.
Photographs were taken by Michele Tucker, Tim Bessler, and Archie De Jesus. Pictures were donated b.
Damon Halverson, Damon Jones, Jay Kalagayan, Hollie McRae, Jamie Melish, Becky Ranallo, Pete Simcm
and John Wakelin. Executive Studios of Cincinnati, Ohio took the senior portraits with a selected few bein1
submitted by the seniors. Associate press pictures in the Community /News Section were purchased fron
PP /Wide World Photos.

Personally...
This publication has been the hardest I have had to complete out of the five with which I have bee1
involved. Many times I almost threw in the towel. Looking
back over the year, it is a miracle that this yearbook even exists.
I had staff leave without liftir~.g a finger to do their section. I had
those who have always supported me suddenly do a 360. I had
staff members try to change administrative and/ or staff decisions without a thought and definitely without consulting me.
I have given everything I have had to ·give over the past two
and a half years and looking back, I am amazed I lived t9 look
back at all. I am proud to have contributed to the Musketeer
Annual and hope that all will enjoy looking at it. However, I
must say--if I had to do it over again, it would be much different
the second time around.
Thanks to Jenn, Matt, Tim, and most of all, Misty for pulling
me up through the low times. My wish for the coming year is
that the staff has learned from the mistakes from the past to
improve this publication for the future.
Good luck to all, I will miss my days at Xavier dearly.
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